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NOTICE OF MEETING
CABINET MEMBER FOR TRAFFIC & TRANSPORTATION

THURSDAY, 29 SEPTEMBER 2016 AT 4.00 PM

THE EXECUTIVE MEETING ROOM - THIRD FLOOR,  THE GUILDHALL

Telephone enquiries to Joanne Wildsmith, Democratic Services Tel: 9283 4057
Email: joanne.wildsmith@portsmouthcc.gov.uk

CABINET MEMBER FOR TRAFFIC & TRANSPORTATION
Councillor Jim Fleming (Conservative)

Group Spokespersons

Councillor Lynne Stagg, Liberal Democrat
Councillor Stuart Potter, UK Independence Party
Councillor Yahiya Chowdhury, Labour

(NB This Agenda should be retained for future reference with the minutes of this meeting.)

Please note that the agenda, minutes and non-exempt reports are available to view online on 
the Portsmouth City Council website:  www.portsmouth.gov.uk

Deputations by members of the public may be made on any item where a decision is 
going to be taken. The request should be made in writing to the contact officer (above) by 
12 noon of the working day before the meeting, and must include the purpose of the 
deputation (for example, for or against the recommendations). Email requests are 
accepted.

A G E N D A

1  Apologies 

2  Declarations of Members' Interests 

3  Winter Maintenance Operational Plan 2016/17 (Pages 1 - 110)

The purpose of the report by the PFI Network Coordinator - Highways PFI 
Team, is for the Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation to approve that 
the proposed Winter Maintenance Plan (WMP) will provide the required level 
of service as prescribed within schedule 4 of the Contract and legislation in 
order that it can be communicated to the relevant agencies and stakeholders.

RECOMMENDED that the Winter Maintenance Plan be approved.
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4  Residents' Parking Update (Pages 111 - 116)

The purpose of the report by the Director of Transport, Environment & 
Business Support, is to update the Cabinet Member on progress with the 
review of parking zones in the last year and confirm the ongoing programme 
as published.

RECOMMENDED that:
(1) the progress made to date on the review of parking zones is 

noted;
(2) the ongoing programme is confirmed as published;
(3) requests for permit parking continue to be recorded for future 

consideration.

5  Residents Parking Zone: Cosham Area (TRO 47/2016) (Pages 117 - 144)

The report by the Director of Transport, Environment & Business Support, is to 
consider the consultation responses to the proposed BF parking zone, and 
agree the way forward.

RECOMMENDED that the BF Park Lane parking zone is implemented as 
proposed, with the following exceptions:

(1) Parking bays are not marked out at this time (deleted from the 
TRO);
(2) Double yellow lines are not marked out at this time (deleted from 
the TRO).

6  Charges for Third Permits in Residents Parking Zones (Pages 145 - 154)

The purpose of the report by the Director of Transport, Environment & 
Business Support is to seek approval to increase the charges for the third 
permits (Resident and Business permits) within residents' parking zones.

RECOMMENDED that the Cabinet Member for Traffic & Transportation 
approves an increase in the charges for the third Resident and Business 
permits per household/business, from £120 to £510 and £360 to £510 
respectively from the 1st January 2017.

7  A2047 Corridor Junction Treatments - Raised Tables (Fratton Road, 
Kingston Road and London Road) (Pages 155 - 168)

The report by the Director of Transport, Environment & Business Support 
seeks to consider responses to the public consultation on proposals to 
implement traffic calming on the following A2047 (Fratton Road, Kingston 
Road and London Road) corridor junctions: Washington Road, Clydebank 
Road and Powerscourt Road, Stamford Street and Queens Road.

RECOMMENDED that the Cabinet Member for Traffic & Transportation 
approves the implementation of raised tables at the A2047 Corridor 
Junctions with Washington Road, Clydebank Road and Powerscourt 
Road, Stamford Street and Queens Road.
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8  Goldsmith Avenue Cycle Lane (TRO 11/2016) (Pages 169 - 176)

The purpose of the report by the Director of Transport, Environment & 
Business Support, is to review comments received in response to the TRO 
11/2016. This order proposed the implementation of double yellow lines on the 
north side of Goldsmith Avenue, adjacent to the railway line opposite Francis 
Avenue to the pedestrian crossing west of Fratton Way.  Removing the 
loading bays and the current unrestricted parking is also included in order to 
facilitate the introduction of a dedicated eastbound cycle lane.

RECOMMENDED That the Cabinet Member for Traffic & Transportation 
approves the Goldsmith Avenue cycle lane as set out in TRO 11/2016.  

9  Montague Road Traffic Calming - Results of Public Consultation (Pages 
177 - 190)

The purpose of the report by the Director of Transport, Environment and 
Business Support, is to consider responses to the public consultation on 
proposals to implement traffic calming within Montague Road.

RECOMMENDED that the Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation 
approves Option 1: to implement traffic calming by reducing the width of 
the carriageway to a single lane at both ends of Montague Road.

10  Tendered Bus Routes Update on Patronage (Pages 191 - 200)

The purpose of the report by the Director of Transport, Environment & 
Business, is to provide an update on the current patronage for the tendered 
bus routes which have been in place since the end of March 2016.

RECOMMENDED that the Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation 
notes the patronage levels for the routes currently receiving financial 
support from the city council.

11  Isambard Brunel Road Temporary TRO (Pages 201 - 218)

Report by the Director of Transport, Environment & Business Support.  The 
purpose of the report is to seek approval to implement a temporary traffic 
regulation order (TTRO) facilitate the redevelopment of the Chaucer House site in 
Isambard Brunel Road.

Members of the public are now permitted to use both audio visual recording devices and social 
media during this meeting, on the understanding that it neither disrupts the meeting or records 
those stating explicitly that they do not wish to be recorded. Guidance on the use of devices at 
meetings open to the public is available on the Council's website and posters on the wall of the 
meeting's venue.
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                                              Agenda item:  
Decision maker: 
 

Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation  

Subject: 
 

Winter Maintenance Operational Plan 2016/17 

Date of decision: 
 

29th September 2016 

Report by: 
 

PFI Network Coordinator - Highways PFI Team  

Wards affected: 
 

All   

Key decision: No 
Budget & policy framework decision: No 

 

 
1. Summary 
 

Portsmouth City Council ("the Council") has a statutory duty to ensure that safe passage along 
a highway is not endangered by snow or ice, so far as reasonably practicable. This duty has 
been contracted out by way of the Portsmouth Highways PFI contract (the Contract) and the 
responsibility to provide the Winter Maintenance Service has been transferred under the 
Contract to Ensign Highway Limited ("Ensign"). 
 
The Winter Maintenance Plan (WMP) provides the framework for Ensign to manage routine 
winter maintenance, details those responsible for the management of weather emergencies, 
details those responsible for and provides the framework to manage the highways services 
response as part of a multi-agency response, and identifies activation triggers for action to be 
taken. 
 
The plan comes into force during the winter maintenance period from 1st October to 30th April. 

 
2. Purpose of report  
 

For the Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation to approve that the proposed WMP will 
provide the required level of service as prescribed within schedule 4 of the Contract and 
legislation in order that it can be communicated to the relevant agencies and stakeholders. 

 
3. Background 

 
This requirement is pursuant to section 41 (1A) of the Highways Act 1980 , which prescribes a  
statutory  duty on Highway Authorities to ensure so far as reasonably practical, that safe 
passage along a highway is not endangered by snow and ice. 

 
The exercise of this function has been delegated to Ensign and is expressly contained within 
schedule 4, para 117 (1) of the Contract.  
 
This plan is in support of the national arrangements introduced following the implementation of 
the Civil Contingencies Act 2004. Schedule 1 of the act and the supporting guidance set out 
clear expectations and responsibilities for Category One Responders at the local level to ensure 
that they are prepared to deal effectively with the full range of emergencies from localised major 
emergencies through to catastrophic events. 
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Part 1 of the Civil Contingencies Act 2004 establishes a consistent level of civil protection 
activity across the United Kingdom. Category One Responders include the Emergency 
Services, Local Authorities and other agencies. 
 
The WMP covers city’s core responsibilities and is updated in the summer of each year to take 
into account lessons learnt from the previous winter.  In the case of extreme conditions, the 
WMP should be read in conjunction with emergency and business continuity plans. 
 

  No snow events occurred in the 2015/16 period. A brief summary of the actions taken after the 
review of the 2015-2016 winter season is listed below:- 

 
 

 Due to the development works taking place at The Hard, Wickham Street will continue to be 
gritted and the completed bus deck will be included in Gritting Route 12 once buses start to 
use it. 

 
In the event of snow conditions, priority 1 and 2 roads and footways will be cleared first, 
followed by key priority 3 roads and footways such as hill slope roads in the north of the city. 

 
4. Recommendations 

 
4.1 That the updated WMP be approved. 

 
5. Reasons for recommendations 

 
5.1 That the approval of this report demonstrates that the WMP will ensure safe passage 

along a prioritised network of roads and footways and that in periods of prolonged or 
severe weather conditions that a programme of treatment will be extended across the 
Project Network , so far as reasonably practicable.   

 
5.2      That the approval of this report demonstrates that this Council has confidence that the 

proposed WMP conforms to the requirements of the Contract. 
 

5.3      That the WMP reflects the recommendation contained in the independent review 
document published by the Department for Transport in July 2010 and the Code of 
Practice for Well Maintained Highways.   

 
 

 
 
6. Options considered and rejected 

 
6.1 No other options have been considered for the provision of the WMP as it supports a 

statutory duty. 

 
7.  Duty to involve 

  
7.1 As the provision of the Winter Maintenance Service is a statutory duty consultation will 

be undertaken with interested parties such as Emergency Services, Hospital Trust, 
neighbouring Authorities and Public Transport organisations. A pre-winter meeting will 
be arranged during September with all Council services to present the WMP and to 
discuss how this will interface with their winter arrangements.    
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8.      Implications 
 

8.1 If the Winter Maintenance Service was not to be provided, then this would be a breach 
of the duty placed on a Highway Authority under Section 41 of the Highways Act 1980 
by the Railway and Transport Safety Act 2003.  

 
8.2       Untreated roads could cause safety issues, traffic disruption and high levels of complaint 

from road user, residents, commercial and industrial businesses.  

 
9.      Corporate priorities 

 
This report contributes to the following Corporate Priorities: 
 

 Protect and support our most vulnerable residents 

 Improve efficiency and encourage involvement 

 Improve public transport 

 
10.       Equality impact assessment (EIA) 

   
 A preliminary EIA has been completed for the Highways Management Service and no issues 

were identified. 

 
11.  Legal implications 
The requirement to produce a WMP is in line with prescribed obligations for the Council as a 
Highway Authority to ensure, as far as is reasonably practicable, that safe passage along a 
highway is not endangered by snow or ice (S41 (1A) of the Highways Act 1980). This 
requirement has been expressly delegated to Ensign by way of Schedule 4 of the Contract and 
therefore the legal obligation to ensure (reasonably) that such requirements are met has been 
satisfied.  

 
12.  Head of finance’s comments 

 
There are no financial implications as result of the recommendations contained within this 
report. The WMP is a requirement as part of the existing Contract with Ensign. 
 

13.  Reason for the matter being dealt with if urgent 
 

  This matter is not urgent. 

 
 
 
 
……………………………………………… 
Signed by:  
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Appendices: 
 
Appendix A: The Winter Maintenance Operational Plan 

 
Background list of documents: Section 100D of the Local Government Act 1972 
 
The following documents disclose facts or matters, which have been relied upon to a material extent by 
the author in preparing this report: 

 

Title of document Location 
1 Highways PFI contract document Transport and Street Management 

2 Highways Act 1980 City Solicitor  

3 Railways and Transport Safety Act 2003 City Solicitor 

 
 

The recommendation(s) set out above were approved/ approved as amended/ deferred/ rejected by 
Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation on 24 September 2015. 

 
 
 
 
 
……………………………………………… 
 
Signed by: Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation.  
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Title of meeting: 
 

Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation 

Date of meeting: 
 

29th September 2016 

Subject: 
 

Residents' Parking Update 
 

Report by: 
 

Alan Cufley, Director of Transport, Environment and Business 
Support 

Wards affected: 
 

All 

Key decision: 
 

No 

Full Council decision: No 
 

 
1. Purpose of report 
 
1.1 The purpose of this report is to update the Cabinet Member on progress with 

the review of parking zones in the last year and confirm the ongoing programme 
as published. 

 
2. Recommendations 
 
2.1 It is recommended that: 
 

(1) the progress made to date on the review of parking zones is noted; 
(2) the ongoing programme is confirmed as published; 
(3) requests for permit parking continue to be recorded for future consideration 

 
3. Background 
 
3.1 Following the decision to reintroduce a charge for the first Resident permit (£30) 

to enable schemes to be self-financing, residents living within the (then) 35 
parking zones were asked whether or not they would prefer for the zone to be 
retained or removed.   

 
3.2 The subsequent report and decisions taken by the Traffic and Transportation 

portfolio holder in July 2015 resulted in the substantial programme of works 
currently underway to propose and potentially implement the required changes.  
The reports are available on Portsmouth City Council's website and contain 
more detailed information: 
http://democracy.portsmouth.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=176&MId=322
9&Ver=4 

 
 
3.3 8 parking zones have been reviewed so far, leaving 23 zones on the 

programme for review. 

http://democracy.portsmouth.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=176&MId=3229&Ver=4
http://democracy.portsmouth.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=176&MId=3229&Ver=4
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3.4 The parking zones that residents wished to be retained are being reviewed to 

ensure they operate as effectively and efficiently as possible.  Residents will be 
consulted on any proposed improvements.  The current programme is 
scheduled to complete in 2020/21. 

 
3.5 Funding and resources have been allocated to the current review programme, 

agreed in July 2015.  The new areas identified (those areas which have not 
previously been surveyed and have been awaiting a survey for some time) will 
take priority over areas that have been surveyed in the past and where 
proposed zones have been rejected by residents and not implemented.   

 
3.6 The review of existing parking zones and consideration of new zones has been 

prioritised as below, taking into account the allocated resources and funding 
available, the responses to the consultation on the reintroduction of a charge for 
the first Resident permit and feedback from residents on their parking zones: 

 

Zone code Zone name Progress 
 

Priority 1  

AA Newbolt Road  Review complete 

AC Farmlea Road Review complete 

JD Portsea North Review complete 

GA Fratton Review complete 

FD Bevis Road Review complete 

FG Stamshaw South Review complete 

   

Priority 2  

MB  Orchard Road  Review complete 

MC  Bramble Road Review complete 

Cosham (east of 
High Street) 

Cosham (Albert Rd, Dean 
Rd, Pervin Rd, Park Lane) 

Formal public consultation complete; 
awaiting T&T decision September 2016 

KA Old Portsmouth  

KC West Southsea   

   

Priority 3  

JB  Landport  

Twyford Ave 
(north of 
Northern Parade)  

  

LA  North Southsea  

LB  Somerstown  

KB  Hambrook  

KD  Castle Road   
 
 

Priority 4  

Broom Square   
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area 

Pembroke Park   

JF  Garnier Street  

JE  Fratton West  

HA  Baffins Road  

MA  Beatrice Leopold  

JC  Hyde Park Road  

  

Priority 5 - 6  

Doyle Court 
service road 
(London Road) 

  

AB Wymering  

BC  East Cosham  

BD  Windsor Road  

FB  W. Island Way  

FC  Landport North  

FE  Buckler's Court  

FF  Rudmore Court  

GB  Alverstone Road  

JA  Portsea  

NA  Priorsdean  

BA Park Grove  

 
 
4. Reasons for recommendations 
 
4.1 To acknowledge the progress of reviewing existing residents' parking zones, 

how resources will be engaged for the coming years, that it could be some time 
before new areas on the waiting list are surveyed and that expectations of 
permit parking as a solution to parking difficulties should be carefully managed. 

 
4.2 Managing residents' expectations in relation to permit parking is important. The 

increasing demand for residential street-based parking in certain parts of the 
city remains a challenge.  It is particularly severe within the large areas of 
terraced housing without off-road parking.  This affects thousands of residents 
living in Copnor, Tipner, Baffins, North End, Hilsea, Fratton, Southsea and 
Eastney, and means it is difficult to locate a parking space reasonably close to 
home after 6pm, with many residents regularly parking several roads 
away.  The number of vehicles belonging to, or used by, residents often 
exceeds the on-street parking available. 

 
4.2 Areas of North End, Fratton, Stamshaw and Hilsea, for example, have been 

surveyed twice or more and parking zones have been formally proposed.  
Ultimately however, these zones were neither approved nor implemented due to 
strong objections from residents.  Further surveying is unlikely to produce a 
different result. 
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4.3 Parking zones operate the most successfully in areas where external factors 
influence the available parking - such as tourists/visitors, commuters, shoppers, 
local employees, close proximity to a ferry port, transport hub or hospital 
etc.   Where proposed zones have been rejected, residents have indicated that 
as the majority of the vehicles are being used by residents themselves, and 
local businesses are entitled to permits, the available parking would be unlikely 
to increase, but the permit application and payment processes would apply as 
usual.  Many households have more than one vehicle and residents have not 
shown support for proposals that effectively restrict their vehicles with no 
alternative parking available.   

 
4.4 Now that all Resident permits carry a cost, residents would expect to find it 

easier to park with a scheme in place but that outcome may not be achievable 
in many parts of the city as there are significantly more postal addresses than 
on-street parking spaces available. 

 
4.5 The impact on adjacent roads that experience similar parking issues and cannot 

cater for displaced vehicles should not be underestimated and has to be taken 
into account before considering just one part of a larger area with similar 
housing and parking problems.   

 
4.6 This issue was addressed in November 2015, when the Cabinet Member for 

Traffic and Transportation confirmed: 

That no new parking zones are considered in isolation within Southsea or 
Eastney.  Should the necessary funding, resources and support be identified, 
that the remaining Southsea and Eastney area is considered as a whole via 
a single 2-3 year programme. 

 A similar approach would need to be considered for Copnor, Baffins, North End 
and Hilsea locations where clearly-defined natural zone boundaries do not exist 
and residents experience equal difficulties with parking. 

5. Equality impact assessment 
 
5.1 A preliminary EIA is not relevant due to the nature of this report and its 

recommendations, which do not put forward specific proposals at this stage. 
 
6. Legal implications 
 
6.1 As the recommendations do not propose any further action as this stage there 

are no legal implications.  
 
 
7. Director of Finance's comments 
 
7.1 This report is for information only and, as a result, there are no additional 

financial implications directly arising from the recommendations contained within 
this report. 
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7.2 The programme will continue to ensure that the introduction of charges for all 

residents and other parking permits will be in line with the cost of implementing 
and operating the schemes.   

 
 
 
 
……………………………………………… 
Signed by:  
Alan Cufley 
Director of Transport, Environment and Business Support 
 
 
 
Background list of documents: Section 100D of the Local Government Act 1972 
 
The following documents disclose facts or matters, which have been relied upon to a 
material extent by the author in preparing this report: 
 

Title of document Location 

  

  

 
 
 
 
The recommendation(s) set out above were approved/ approved as amended/ deferred/ 
rejected by ……………………………… on ……………………………… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
……………………………………………… 
Signed by:  
Councillor Jim Fleming 
Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation 
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1. Purpose of report 

 
1.1. To consider the consultation responses to the proposed BF parking zone, and agree the 

way forward. 

 
 
2. Recommendations 
 
2.1. That the BF Park Lane parking zone is implemented as proposed, with the 

following exceptions: 
 
2.1.1 Parking bays are not marked out at this time (deleted from the TRO); 
2.1.2 Double yellow lines are not marked out at this time (deleted from the TRO). 

 
 

3. Background  
 
3.1 As per the Traffic & Transportation decision meeting held on 5 July 2016, approval was 

given for a parking zone to be proposed for the BF Park Lane area, made up of Albert 
Road, Dean Road, Pervin Road and Park Lane.  

 
 The report and decision are available to view on Portsmouth City Council's website here: 

http://democracy.portsmouth.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=176&MId=3490&Ver=4 
(Item 3) 
 

3.2 The area of BF Park Lane zone was approved for scheme design and consultation as all 4 
roads returned a majority in favour of permit parking during the informal survey. 

 
3.3 Formal consultation on the proposed zone took place between 26 July - 17 August 2016.  

The proposal notice is available to view on Portsmouth City Council's website here: 
 https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/documents-external/tro-47-2016-cosham-park-lane-

rpz-pn1.pdf 

 
 
 

 
  

Title of meeting: 
 

Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation Decision Meeting 

Date of meeting: 
 

29
th
 September 2016 

Subject: 
 

Residents parking zone: Cosham area (TRO 47/2016) 

Report by: 
 

Alan Cufley, Director of Transport, Environment and Business Support 

Wards affected: 
 

Cosham 

Key decision: 
 

No 

Full Council decision: No 

http://democracy.portsmouth.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=176&MId=3490&Ver=4
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4. Reasons for recommendations 
 
4.1 The January 2016 survey results that led to the parking zone being proposed were as 

follows: 
 

Road name Support Object No. of properties 

Albert Road 6 2 64 

Dean Road 12 2 33 

Park Lane 9 0 50 

Pervin Road 10 1 33 

              Totals  37 5 180 

 
4.2 The public responses have informed the recommendation to implement the parking 

zone as proposed:  
 

Road name Support Object Comments/queries 

Albert Road 3 1 2 

Dean Road 1 2 1 

Park Lane 5 1 2 

Pervin Road 8 1 0 

High Street 0 2 1 

Outside zone 0 3 0 

Road not given 0 1 0 

            Totals 17 11 6 

 
 The full responses are reproduced at Appendix A on pages 6 - 20.  Whilst this 

represents a low percentage of the properties in the affected area, the 
recommendations are based on the responses and information received: no 
assumptions can be made about the views of those who have not responded. 

 
4.2.2 The main reasons given for supporting the introduction of the parking zone are: 

 Parking congestion: difficulty finding a parking space near to home, during the 
day and early evening; 

 All-day parking by commuters / local employees (hospital, High St, Cosham 
commercial area); 

 Shoppers, customers and visitors (e.g. to the 2 local churches) using free 
parking in residential roads to avoid Pay & Display. 
 

4.2.3 In summary, the reasons given for objecting to the introduction of the parking zone are: 
 

 No parking problems; 

 Permit costs and paying for visitors; 

 Too many new double yellow lines; 

 Insufficient interest or support from residents. 
 
4.3 Under new legislation that came into effect in April 2016 relating to parking restrictions, 

many road markings and signs are no longer required to be used together (Traffic 
Signs Regulations General Directions 2016).  Previously, parking bays could not be 
marked without a restriction in place, and all parking bays were required to have 
accompanying signage. 
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4.3.1 Controlled zone signs at the entrances to the zone and individual signs within the 
parking zone will be placed as usual.  In accordance with revisions to the TSRGD, it is 
no longer a requirement for parking bays to be marked out.   PCC will be following this 
guidance and therefore parking bays will not be marked. 

 
 Without parking bay markings, there is no requirement for double yellow lines, and 

therefore this aspect of the TRO will not be pursued. 
 

 Should it become necessary to consider designating parking bays and double yellow 
lines at a later date, further consultation will be required. 

 
4.3.2 It should be noted that permits will be required to be displayed (or authorised 

electronically) when parking on the public roads within the parking zone, including in 
front of dropped kerbs.  This means PCNs may be issued to any vehicle parking on the 
public road without authorisation or beyond the 1-hour free parking period. 

 
 The obstruction of dropped kerbs will be enforceable in the usual manner, i.e. if the 

owner is unable to access a driveway, hard-standing or garage due to a vehicle being 
parked in front the dropped kerb (with or without a permit) and contacts Portsmouth 
City Council for assistance. 

 
4.4 3 objections were received from residents living outside of the proposed parking zone 

(from Lindisfarne Close (2) and Mulberry Lane (1)) on the grounds that parking may be 
displaced into those roads.   

 
4.4.1 The parking zone includes the 4 roads where residents petitioned for permit parking: 

no requests have been received from residents of Lindisfarne Close, Mulberry Lane, 
Magdala Road, Dorking Crescent or Salisbury Road, and therefore these roads have 
not been included at this stage.   

 
4.4.2 Vehicle displacement is by no means a guaranteed outcome of implementing parking 

zones.  Evidence suggests that parking zones rarely lead to significant vehicle 
displacement which results in the need to extend into the adjacent area.  Of the 32 
parking zones currently in place, just 4 have been extended. 

 
4.4.3 Displacement of residents' vehicles is likely to be minimised by the zone's operating 

time (8am-6pm), with vehicles able to park within the zone without a permit from 5pm 
until 9am the next day. 

 
4.4.4 The parking zone is anticipated to better manage commuter parking. Local employees 

and long-stay customers of the High Street would be more likely to use the Pay & 
Display once the adjacent free parking in the residential roads becomes unavailable.  
QA hospital staff would be required to walk a further distance to find free parking, and 
those working shifts would be affected once Park Lane becomes restricted.  This 
measure should encourage use of the facilities provided by the hospital staff, which the 
majority already use. 

 
 

5. Equality Impact Assessment 
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5.1 A Preliminary Equality Impact Assessment has been completed for this scheme. From 
this it has been determined that a full equality impact assessment is not required as the 
recommendations do not have a negative impact on any of the protected characteristics 
as described in the Equality Act 2010. These include Age, Disability, Race, Transgender, 
Gender, Sexual orientation, Religion or belief, relationships between groups, and other 
socially excluded groups. 

 
6. Legal Implications 
 
6.1 Traffic Regulation Orders (TROs) can be made for a number of reasons, including 

avoiding danger to persons or other traffic using the road or for preventing the 
likelihood of such danger arising, for preventing damage to the road or any building on 
or near the road, for facilitating the passage on the road of traffic (including 
pedestrians) or preserving or improving the amenities of the area through which the 
road runs. A TRO may make include provisions prohibiting or restricting the waiting of 
vehicles or the loading and unloading of vehicles. 

 
6.2 A proposed TRO must be advertised and the statutory consultees notified and given a 

3- week period (21 days) in which to register any support or objections. Members of 
the public also have a right to object during that period. If objections are received to 
the proposed order the matter must go before the appropriate executive member for a 
decision whether or not to make the order, taking into account any comments received 
from the public and/or the statutory consultees during the consultation period. 

 
6.3  The Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions came into force on 22nd April 

2016 and altered the prescribed method of markings to delineate areas of carriageway 
reserved for specified classes of vehicle or specified uses. 

 
6.4 The dimensions for bay markings have been relaxed, apart from those for disabled 

badge holders. Whilst a minimum width of 1.8 m is specified, there is no longer a 
maximum width, nor a minimum or maximum length. The intention is to allow traffic 
authorities flexibility in determining the bay or parking space size appropriate both for 
the intended vehicle type and the surrounding street environment. 

 
6.5 Bay markings and parking spaces should be of sufficient length and width to fully 
 accommodate the vehicles for which they are intended. In cases where larger 

vehicles, for example 4x4 type vehicles, cannot fit fully within the marking, it is 
recommended that traffic authorities use discretion over enforcement. 

 
6.6 In addition to relaxing the permitted dimensions, traffic authorities now have the 

freedom to use alternative methods to create bays and spaces on the carriageway. 
This may include either colour-contrasting surfacing, or paving in a different pattern or 
appearance, to distinguish parking areas from the surrounding carriageway. No 
legend is required to be included in these markings. The markings may be used in 
conjunction with upright signs as currently prescribed. 

 
6.7   Minimum dimensions are still prescribed for bays reserved for disabled badge holders. 

These must be a minimum of 6.6 m long, 2.7 m wide, or 3 m wide where placed in the 
centre of the carriageway. There is an exception for cases where, on account of the 
nature of traffic using the road, the overall width of the carriageway is insufficient to 
accommodate a bay of that width. 
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6.8      Any new signs indicating parking places and areas subject to parking controls must be 

in accordance with the new regulations. 
 

7. Director of Finance's comments 
 
7.1 The introduction of charges for all residents and other parking permits will ensure that the 

costs of implementing and operating schemes are fully funded from the income 
generated.   

 
7.2  Currently the costs of operating residents parking schemes are part funded from income 

generated from On Street parking, which diverts this income from being used for other 
purposes.  The recommendations in this report are in line with the current council policy 
of, where possible and practical, levying charges for services that offset the running 
costs of those services. 

 
7.3 The introduction of parking zone BF is estimated to cost £8,000. This includes the Traffic 

Regulation Order in the press, the introduction of signage (and physical works related to 
this), postal communications to properties within these zones and associated officer time. 
This will be funded from the £200,000 set up costs budgeted as part of the on street 
parking revenue budget and in effect will reduce the transfer of any operating surplus 
that would be transferred to the off street parking reserve. 

 
7.4 The proposed changes to charges for permits and scratch cards with regards to parking 

zone BF is estimated to generate an additional £8,000 in income. This income will accrue 
to the on street parking revenue budget and will help to ensure that the net costs of 
implementing and operating schemes continues to be funded from the income 
generated.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
……………………………………………… 
Signed by:  
Alan Cufley 
Director of Transport, Environment and Business Support 
 
Appendices 
Appendix A: Public responses to the proposal (road by road) 
 
Background list of documents: Section 100D of the Local Government Act 1972 
 
The following documents disclose facts or matters, which have been relied upon to a material 
extent by the author in preparing this report: 

 

Title of document Location 
Preliminary EIA  Transport Planning 

Cosham survey results PCC website (search 'parking surveys') 

34 emails Transport Planning 
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The recommendation(s) set out above were approved/ approved as amended/ deferred/ 
rejected by ……………………………… on ……………………………… 
 
 
……………………………………………… 
Signed by:  
Councillor Jim Fleming 
Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation 
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Appendix A: Public responses to the proposal (road by road) 
 

1. Resident, Albert Road 
After perusing your plans for the new parking area to be known as BF zone covering the area in which 
I live, I would like to put on record that my wife and I fully support these proposals. I have also 
discussed this scheme with my neighbours within Albert Road Cosham and they are also in 
agreement with the residents parking scheme. I have not received one negative comment from any 
of my neighbours concerning this scheme. Please ensure that this email is brought before the 
Committee when making the decision.  The reason that we all support this scheme is that it is 
currently very difficult to park in or around our own homes during the week because of the amount 
of vehicles from outside the area that park in Albert Road all day whilst they go off to work. 
 

2. Resident, Albert Road 
I live at Albert Road Cosham and am happy to support the proposals described in Portsmouth 
City Council (BF Park Lane Area) (Residents Parking Places and Waiting Restrictions) (No47) Order 
2016. 
 

3. Resident, Albert Road 
I support the resident parking scheme 100%.  During the day and early evening the road is full of 
commuters and we can never park in our road until late in the evening when they all finish and go 
home.  Myself and my husband think resident parking would make life so much easier. 
 
4. Resident, Albert Road 
I object to the letter you have sent out I feel as if it's just a con just to get more money out of us we 
pay out council tax we pay our road tax we should not have to pay to park outside of where we live 
it's outrageous it's not going to solve anything especially if they can get a 12 hour permit for £1 
everyone will be parking there it's cheaper than all of the car parks around cosham area if anything 
you'll make parking harder for the folks who live down the street  
 
PCC response: 
The proposals have been put forward for public consultation in response to the residents who wish to 
prevent long-term parking by non-residents such as commuters, local employees etc.  Neither council 
tax nor the vehicle licence contributes towards parking schemes, and therefore permit charges are 
made so that the schemes pay for themselves instead of being subsidised with public funds. Visitor 
permits are only available to residents, for their visitors (friends, family, tradesmen etc) - they are not 
available for general purchase by customers or clients of local businesses, for example. 
 

5. Resident, Albert Road 
Thank you for the notice about starting a residents parking scheme in our area. We have read the 
information carefully and have a couple of questions: 
1. What does the, 'reduction of prohibition of waiting at any time mean? We are concerned that it is 
even more likely that vehicles would park overhanging driveways, as they try and squeeze in, making 
what can be a tight turn considerably harder or even impossible. This is of particular concern as my 
wife is disabled and may need to get to the hospital in a hurry. 
2. On the subject of disability, my wife also has regular carer visits arranged by Social Services. 
Normally this would fit in the allowed hour but what happens if they need to overrun?  
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3. We normally park in our drive, so would not necessarily want a permit, but if the drive is blocked 
by inconsiderate shoppers how could we park? It would seem we would have to pay you £30 a year 
just in case. 
 

PCC response: 
1) There are a couple of reasons for proposing to reduce the double yellow lines there where shown 
on the plan. Firstly, they are longer than those in place at similar junctions, possibly because they 
were installed many years earlier when parking pressures were less severe. Secondly, there is 
currently a 7-metre gap between the double yellow lines and the dropped kerb. Drivers are generally 
less inclined to overhang or partly use double yellow lines, which is why you may currently 
experience vehicles overhanging driveways (they cannot be penalised for doing so). With a little extra 
room, vehicles can park at the revised end of the restriction and not as close to driveways.  
2) Carers should have an 'Essential Visitor' permit, which exempts them from the time restrictions 
within residents' parking zones. If they do not currently hold a permit they can easily obtain one from 
Portsmouth City Council. 
3) If your driveway is obstructed by inconsiderate drivers (shoppers or otherwise) and you are unable 
to get out, please contact the Traffic Management Centre for assistance on 023 9268 8290. The 
nearest enforcement officer will be able to attend. This is regardless of whether or not a parking zone 
is in place. 
 

6. Business, Albert Road 
We are a care home with nursing situated in Albert Road. Potentially 46 residents may live at the 
premises at any one time. As a care home visitors frequently access the home as they would, visiting 
relatives, even if that person was living in their own home. We also potentially have 20 staff at any 
one time working on shift, some of whom have vehicles. 
 
Could you please confirm how the home would be provided with permits to enable visiting with 
residents as well as for staff to park. 
 
PCC response:  
With 32 parking zones currently in place throughout the city, this is not a unique situation and care 
homes are catered for.  Those living at the care home are classed as residents and therefore would be 
entitled to purchase visitor scratch cards for their visitors i.e. relatives.  If the care home itself wanted 
to buy them on behalf of a resident this would be possible but the purchaser's name would be the 
resident and a document relating to the resident would need to be provided. 
 
Staff at the care home would be entitled to Business permits (purchased either by the home or on an 
individual basis).  Any staff who currently hold Essential Visitor permits cannot use them for parking 
at the normal place of work, but would continue to use them when visiting service users away from 
the care home.  Any external staff visiting the home, nurses etc., could use their Essential Visitor 
permits in the normal way.  
 
7. Resident, Dean Road 
I am writing with regards to the proposed parking zone in dean road to say that I am in support of 
these proposals. My only concern would be the amount of double yellow lines proposed for dean 
road and if this would have an impact on there not being sufficient space for residents to park. 
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PCC response: 
With regard to the additional double yellow lines - parking bays within parking zones are typically 
marked where vehicles currently park. They are linked up by double yellow lines so that unrestricted 
sections of road are not left that could cause confusion or encourage drivers to park in unsuitable 
places and obstruct access.  
 
8. Resident, Dean Road 
I would like to object to the introduction of BF parking zone as it is not required in our opinion, we 
never have a problem, or our visitors, parking in Dean Road anytime of day or night, it is not 
always right outside our house but never in a different road, the only time we ever park more than 
5 doors away from ours is late afternoon/early evening weekdays.  In my opinion the majority of 
people in favour are residents who think it is there right to park immediately outside there front 
door, we all live in a densely populated city and all the local residents chose to live close to the 
great amenities on our doorstep, this inherently comes with parking issues but not enough to 
warrant extra restrictions and charges.  Given the percentages in favour of the scheme I can't see 
how it is democratically fair either to impose this scheme, only 79/620 less than 15%.  The one 
single reason why parking has become an issue to 'certain' residents over the past few years is the 
expansion of QA hospital, if the parking for employees, patients and visitors was addressed more 
efficiently then TRO 47/2016 would not have been required at all! 
 

9. Resident, Dean Road 
I would like to make the following comments. 
(1) DEAN ROAD has not been given a name on your Diagram of BF Zone Boundary. The road has 
not been titled on your map. As I like there I am a bit miffed! 
(2) Section D) Prohibition of waiting at any time (double yellow lines ). Section 2 re. Dean Road. 
 
I have today walked Dean Road and there are currently NO double yellow lines on the road (other 
than the ones at the entry of the Road, which have been put there, very sensibly, to ensure that 
those entering and leaving the road have full visibility and safety enhancement ).  Your notification 
suggests that instead of there being NO double yellow lines in Dean Road that a total of --- 66 
Metres --- of double yellow lines are to be introduced into Dean Road. Is that really your plan? (or 
could it be that your notice has mixed up Dean Road with Park Lane ? ) 
 
I would be very grateful if you could please get back to me with your comments addressing my 
two points.  Additionally, and this is a recommendation for process improvement, would it not 
have been possible to provide an additional map showing the double yellow lines to be introduced 
or removed in the proposed Parking Zone. Such a map, in addition to the wording, would be user 
friendly and helpful. 
 

PCC response: 
To answer your points in the order they were raised: 
1) The plan incorporated into the public notice indicates the zone boundary, with road names for 
reference. I have attached the formal proposal plan, which is one of the documents on deposit at 
the Civic Offices and is available upon request. This is a statutory requirement, applying to all 
proposed traffic regulation orders. An extract is below for ease of reference in relation to point 2. 
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2) Parking bays within parking zones are typically marked where vehicles currently park. They are 
linked up with double yellow lines so that unrestricted sections of road are not left that could 
cause confusion, or encourage drivers to park in unsuitable places and obstruct access. For 
example, it is not possible to mark parking bays around the 90' bends in Dean Road, and parking 
can only take place on one side of the road adjacent to No.30 and alongside No.33. Without the 
double yellow lines, anyone without a permit could park opposite a marked bay and (a) could not 
be penalised for parking without a permit, (b) would prevent use of the marked bay opposite (c) 
could obstruct access to the northern part of the road and (d) could prevent access to/from 
driveways and garages. I hope the indicative views below will help to explain this. 
 

 

   
 
There are already double yellow lines at the northern end of Pervin Road and therefore it is not 
necessary to propose them there. The gaps between the parking bays shown in red on the plan 
above and attached indicate the dropped kerbs - parking bays cannot be marked in front of them. 
 

10. Resident, Dean Road 
I personally think this will make the parking around the area worse especially in the evening when 
there are no restrictions to park.  
·         There will be no benefit for the people who work as generally they will be away from these 
roads between 8am -6pm (but yet have to pay to not park there) 
·         The proposed yellow lines will reduce the amount of free space to park, which will cause a 
lot more parking issues. 
·         All the people that work who live down these roads will struggle to park when they come 
home as the hospital have a changeover period, which would allow them to arrive at 5pm and 
then they can stay there with no issues until 8am in the morning. 
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·         Based on the results 20% of surveys returned, I do not think this is an acceptable amount to 
warrant enforcing the restrictions. Most of the people who have not responded probably have no 
issues with parking so haven’t responded. 
·         There has been events around the area and the parking has not been of any issue 
·         What I do see is people unable to park directly outside their homes (maybe one of two cars 
up) move their cars when a space is then free. With the restrictions this will not prevent this from 
happening. 
 

Personally, I have had no issues parking in the area in the last 3 and half years of living here. I 
would not be happy to have to pay to park down the street I live in, this is one of the things that 
when I purchased my house that went in favour as there were no restrictions. Having to get 
vouchers for family and friends to visit during these hours I do not think is acceptable, why should 
I have to pay for the privilege for my family to visit?  I think before anything changes another 
survey should be issued so the people that have now seen the proposal can respond based on 
what will change. I am pretty sure the results will go the other way. I think at least 50% of the 
people who live around the area should have to respond prior to anything being enforced. 
 
PCC response: 

The proposed time of operation takes into account 
- The survey results (respondents indicated that 61% of the main parking problems occur 

during the morning and afternoon) 
- The Pay & Display on the High Street operating until 6pm 
- The BC parking zone north of Havant Road operating until 6pm 
- Parking by non-residents for several days at a time will be prevented 

 
See response to 9) above, and the images, regarding parking bays and double yellow lines. 
 

The aim of the survey is gather information about parking and to gauge the level of interest in a 
parking zone, to see if it is worth spending time developing proposals. Whilst the survey 
information informs the proposals, the response to the formal consultation on the designed 
parking zone is really what any future decisions is based on, because it contains the detail. A copy 
of the public notice was delivered to every property within the proposal area so that people can 
have a look, decide how it will affect them, and submit their views (as you have done). A report 
will be published following the formal consultation, and residents can view the recommendations, 
decide if they agree and have another opportunity to give their views at the subsequent public 
decision meeting. 
 
Further response from resident 

Yes I did understand the yellow lines, and I still have big issues with it. 
I have spoken to a few people down the street as they did not realise this would lead to yellow 
lines and parking bays being put into the streets. These are people that were fore the parking 
scheme and I think are now regretting there response. 
 
Generally they do not want parking bays or yellow lines. If this was to go ahead could you rather 
than putting bays and yellow lines just make it a restricted area, with signs up?  
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They also have issues with the timings especially as it was based on 61% morning and afternoon, 
but afternoon to evening is still 56% so actually not much difference however everyone would 
then be free to park where they like from 6pm (actually 5pm if they get there then as they have an 
hour) with the new restrictions. I think highly that these restrictions are actually going to cause 
more issues than good. I have been reviewing the parking around the area since this has all been 
proposed and there are always empty spaces around. The weekends seem to be really quiet, I 
have manged to go out numerous times and have still been able to park in exactly the same spot 
when I have returned. Like I have mentioned previously, I think because people can’t park directly 
outside their house sometimes causes them to get uptight about the parking. They will soon regret 
their responses as they are not going to be guaranteed a spot outside with the restrictions in place 
so will not be any different, especially in the evening with no restrictions. Unless you put bays and 
allocate them to house and put it as a 24 hour zone. 
 
11. Resident, Park Lane 
I live at Park Lane, Cosham.  I am over the moon with the parking proposals please enforce them 
ASAP !!! 
 

12. Resident, Park Lane 
I would like to add my support for the parking charges that are being proposed in the new BF Zone 
Boundary for the Park Lane area in Cosham.   It has been a year-long fight to get the parking permits 
implemented: As the closest road to the hospital without parking permits, our road is always full of 
cars.   
 
Weekdays - as soon as a resident leaves for work it is filled with hospital workers, staff working in 
Cosham high street or shoppers who do not wish to pay for parking in your nearby car park. 
Saturdays - shoppers mainly avoiding parking fees rather than parking in Market Road car park in 
Cosham. When a resident leaves for a short trip they cannot get anywhere near the own premises. 
Sundays - As we have St Colmans Catholic church and Cosham Baptist Church at the end of the road 
we have many worshipers wishing to park nearby. 
 
The main reason at the moment is delivery drivers for Tesco / Sainsburys / ADSA etc., Take away 
meals, Home orders and Amazon deliveries, Taxis / Residents friends doing pick-ups.  These all think 
it’s OK to park across my driveway and sometimes on, as they there is no available parking.  So they 
park in the most open available space - across my property on double yellow lines. 
 
13. Resident, Park Lane 
I am a resident of Park Lane and in favour of parking permits. It's about time this should be done. We 
have had a lot of problems with hospital staff using our road to park. 
 
14. Resident, Park Lane 
Excellent proposal and a long time coming due to QA staff parking in the Lane. Thank you. 
 
15. Resident, Park Lane 
As a resident of Park Lane, I am wholly in favour of having the parking restriction and permits being 
put into place. I have no objections to paying for a permit and feel it would ease the problem of 
parking in the road, which to be honest is an absolute nightmare and makes residents lives a misery. 
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16. Resident, Park Lane 
I have received notice of a parking Zone for Park Lane Cosham. I personally am not convinced this 
scheme is necessary, please let me know how to place a freedom of information request for the 
resident poll result for this scheme or please send me the result of the poll.  I find the grouping of 
roads for this scheme most illogical. Your proposal is to group Park Lane with Albert Road, Dean 
Road and Pervin Road.  There is NO direct vehicular access between Park Lane and Albert Road, 
Dean Road & Pervin Road so I don’t believe Park Lane should be in this grouping. If for example 
another grouping was created South of Park Lane, Park Lane residents would be considerably 
disadvantaged as they would need to drive some considerable distance to the other streets in 
Zone BF and walk through unlit and unsurfaced alleyways at risk of injury or worse to navigate 
between Park lane and the other Roads in the scheme. I also object to the charge associated with 
the first permit, many other large cities do not charge for the first permit. 
 
PCC response:  

The results of the survey can be viewed on Portsmouth City Council's website here: 
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/community-and-environment/community/parking-survey-
results.aspx (top entry) 

The subsequent report that led to the formal consultation on a proposed parking zone can be 
viewed here: http://democracy.portsmouth.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=176&MId=3490&Ver=4  
 

Whether or not the parking zone is approved will largely depend on what residents tell us in 
response to the consultation. The responses will be included in the subsequent report, to inform 
the decisions to be made. As you have responded to the proposal, you will automatically be kept 
updated of its progress, have access to the report and the opportunity to attend the public 
decision meeting where the results of the consultation will be considered. Whilst there is no 
vehicular access between Albert Road and Park Lane, residents would continue to be able to park 
in Park Lane or Dean Road (and vice versa) if needed, and walk through to their homes as they do 
now. Parking zone boundaries can be adjusted, and should further zones be implemented that 
would better serve Park Lane residents it would be possible to propose a change to the boundary. 
Until recently, Portsmouth was the only local authority in the south of England that did not charge 
for the first Resident permit with the exception of Reading, where the second permit costs £80. 
The following information is from 2014, and permit prices have increased since: 
 

 
 

https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/community-and-environment/community/parking-survey-results.aspx
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/community-and-environment/community/parking-survey-results.aspx
http://democracy.portsmouth.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=176&MId=3490&Ver=4
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17. Resident, Park Lane 
While we welcome the proposal to assign residents' parking places and waiting restrictions in the 
BF Park Lane Area we have a number of concerns with the proposed scheme. In the comments 
made below, comparisons are made with a similar scheme currently in operation adjacent to the 
BF Park Lane Area, north of Havant Road, e.g. in St John's Road, and which will be referred to as 
“Scheme A”. We propose that the conditions under which Scheme A operates be applied to the BF 
Park Lane Area. 
  
The proposed scheme intends to levy residents charges for permits. This is unfair to residents, who 
should be entitled to park outside or nearby their properties without charge. Scheme A does not 
charge residents for the first permit, and this should be the case with the proposed scheme, since 
it otherwise treats Portsmouth residents differently, depending on where they live, and this is 
discriminatory. 
  
Residents who have a dropped kerb outside their property will not be required to pay for a parking 
permit. Charging residents for a parking permit will encourage the paving over of front gardens to 
provide off-street parking. This will increase the amount of rainwater run-off that the city's 
drainage system will have to cope with, with attendant costs to the infrastructure needed to 
support it. In addition, any increase in the number of dropped kerbs will reduce the number of 
authorised parking bays. 
  
The proposal is that authorised parking bays would be in operation seven days a week. The 
residents' survey carried out prior to the proposal showed that 57% of residents attributed the 
parking problems mainly to commuter parking and shopper/customer parking. This does not 
support extension of the parking restrictions to the weekends, which are outside normal working 
hours. In Scheme A restrictions do not apply at weekends. 
 
A one-hour limit to free parking means that residents' visitors cannot park without charge if their 
visit extends beyond one hour, which is an unreasonably short time. Furthermore, under the 
current proposal, this would apply also to weekends, when visits to residents' properties are likely 
to be longer than during the week. Extending the limit to two hours would not increase parking by 
non-residents, and is the time limit that applies in Scheme A. 
  
In summary, we would like to see the following changes made to the parking restriction 
proposals:  
No charge be levied on the first parking permit for residents. 
The scheme to operate for five days a week, Monday to Friday, 8AM to 6PM, with no restrictions 
over the weekend. 
Free parking for non-permit holders be extended from one hour to two hours. 
  
These changes would bring the scheme into line with that operating north of Havant Road and 
immediately adjacent to the BF Park Lane Area. 
 
PCC response:  

·         The 2015/2016 budget set in December 2014 reintroduced a charge for the first Resident 
permit (£30), so that where there is a cost to the council for providing a service (not covered by 
Council Tax) a charge is made to cover those costs. This policy aims to ensure that the net costs of 
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implementing and operating parking schemes are funded from the income generated, and applies 
to all 32 parking zones now operating across the city.  However, as the charge was introduced in 
October 2015 and is payable on the renewal of the permit, it will be the end of September 2016 
before all residents have paid for the first permit.  
·         Following the above decision, residents of the (then) 35 parking zones were given the 
opportunity to say whether or not they wished their parking zone to continue, in light of the £30 
charge for the first Resident permit.  This delayed the introduction of the charge from April 2015 
to October 2015.  
·         At the same time, residents were advised that each remaining parking zone would be 
reviewed so that they operate as effectively and efficiently as possible.  The BC East Cosham zone 
(referred to as Scheme A in your email) is programmed for review next year, and the 2-hour free 
parking period may be reduced to 1 hour or less.  Parking zones such as the one adjacent to 
Commercial Road and the one in Old Portsmouth were originally introduced with a 2-hour free 
parking period, at residents' requests.  However, residents reported during the survey that 2 hours 
is sufficient time for shoppers, appointments and visitors to Gunwharf Quays, who take advantage 
of the free parking as their first choice, leaving residents either using the Pay & Display or being 
unable to park near their houses.  Other parking zones have between 1 - 3 hours' free parking, and 
some operate as 'permit holders only'.  
·         Dropped kerbs provide vehicular access, but cannot be obstructed by their owners, so many 
residents choose to park 1 vehicle on their driveway and the other in front of the access.  Whether 
they do this or just park in front of the dropped kerb, it means they don't take up one of the 
marked bays available. There are strict criteria for applying for new dropped kerbs and creating 
off-road parking, and drainage is a key consideration that can lead to the refusal of 
applications.  In Albert Road, Dean Road and Pervin Road the properties that do not already have 
off-road parking are either flat-fronted to the footway or have a small forecourt and would not be 
able to accommodate a vehicle.  Within parking zones, the requirement for permits and/or the 
costs involves encourages many residents to use their existing garages and driveways rather than 
just park on the road.   Update: as the recommendation is that the parking bays are not marked 
out, a permit will be required to be displayed (or authorised electronically) when parking on the 
public roads within the BF zone - including in front of dropped kerbs. 
·         The parking zone is proposed to operate 7 days a week, but that could be reduced to 
weekdays only depending on how residents respond to the consultation.  The initial proposal is 
based on the concerns of residents regarding High Street employees, shoppers and other 
customers parking in the residential roads, and weekends can be busier in terms of these.  
 
Further response from resident 
While we are pleased to learn that all residents in areas affected by parking restrictions are to be 
treated equally with regard to the cost of a permit, we still believe that Portsmouth residents 
should be able to park near their homes without having to pay for the privilege, and regardless of 
whether or not there are any parking restrictions in their area.  The cost of this should be 
subsumed into the council tax set for the city. We pointed out that the one-hour limit, together 
with the operation of the scheme on weekends, was detrimental to social visits to residents.  A 
two-hour limit would go some way towards addressing this issue, together with the lifting of 
restrictions on the weekend.  We don't believe that a reduction from a two-hour limit to a one-
hour limit would lead to less non-residential parking.  It would not affect office and shop workers 
in and near Cosham High Street, nor those working at QA, since these clearly need parking in 
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excess of the proposed two hours. From the council's perspective would not a one-hour limit need 
substantially more resourcing (e.g. the return of a traffic warden twice as often to enforce the 
restriction)? 
Our experience is that non-residential parking is considerably lighter on Sundays, and this can be 
attributed to there being fewer and no large shops being open on that day in the area.  We 
concede, though, that parking difficulties on a Saturday are similar to week-days.  These 
considerations lead us to suggest a two-hour restriction be applied, Monday to Saturday, 8AM to 
6PM.  A final point: would restrictions apply to tradesmen visiting residents to carry out work? 
 
PCC response: 

Visitor permits come in the form of scratch cards, which can be purchased by residents for use in 
all visitors' vehicles.  This includes tradesmen and other professional visitors. 
 
18. Resident, Park Lane 
As a local resident who will be affected by the proposed parking order, I would like clarification on 
the implications for residents who have a dropped curb in front of their property and associated 
off-street parking. For example, if a resident parks across the dropped curb in front of their 
residence be required to display a resident's parking permit? 
 
PCC response: 

In answer to your query, no, residents are not required to display a permit when parking in front 
of their dropped kerb. Residents' visitors can also park there with the resident's permission. 
Permits should be displayed (or authorised electronically) when using the marked parking bays. 
Should a vehicle park in front of your dropped kerb and obstruct access, either now or with a 
parking zone in place, please contact the Traffic Management Centre for assistance on 023 9268 
8290. The nearest enforcement officer will be able to attend. 
Update: as the recommendation is that the parking bays are not marked out, a permit will be 
required to be displayed (or authorised electronically) when parking on the public roads within 
the BF zone - including in front of dropped kerbs. 
 
19. Resident, Pervin Road 
As a resident of Pervin Road Cosham I am so very happy about the proposal for Residents Parking 
Places.  The parking situation in our street during the working week is just awful. My husband walks 
the dog in the morning and he counted the other morning by the time he had walked the dog round 
the block 5 cars had already parked to leave their cars there whilst they went to work. Most of these 
drivers work at QA Hospital so they park their cars in our street from 7 till 5 or 6. This is very annoying 
because I finish work at 4 and have no chance of parking in my street so often end up trying to find a 
space in other streets only to be able to park my car in my street at 6. If I finish work at lunchtime and 
do my food shopping I have to park my car outside my house in the middle of the road carry shopping 
into the house and then try and park my car. On one occasion there was just nowhere to park in my 
street or Albert Road and Dean Road so I had to park in the car park at the top of Pervin Road and 
pay!  The parking situation has got worse in Pervin Road over the past 26 years. QA Hospital has a 
park & ride which is offered to their staff so why are they using our streets to park? They are very 
inconsiderate and what annoys the residents in our street even more is the attitude of these 
personnel who give us dirty looks. So as you can see this proposal is very welcomed indeed.  
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20. Resident, Pervin Road 
I am writing to give my support for the proposed residents parking scheme for bf zone . As a 
resident of Pervin Road I find parking a huge problem due to local workers and hospital workers 
parking here. We also have a lot of large vans from sse and others parking overnight. We have 
been trying to get residents parking for some time so this cannot happen soon enough in my 
opinion.  
 

21. Resident, Pervin Road 
As a resident of Pervin Rd you have my absolute support in the addition to resident parking bays in 
the proposed BF Park Lane Area. In the past we have put up with abuse, damaged vehicles, and 
people driving too quickly up and down the street all so they can get a free parking space. They 
normally start hovering around about 7 in the morning and by the time the kids have left for 
school the entire street is filled up. Looking forward to being able to park in my own street for a 
change!  
 

22. Resident, Pervin Road 
As a resident of Pervin Road Cosham for the last 10 years, I hope these restrictions will be put into 
place.   It is becoming more and more difficult to park, and residents sometimes cannot get parked 
in Pervin, Dean or Albert Road which then means parking right out of the area.  I look forward to 
these proposals being confirmed. 
 

23. Resident, Pervin Road 
I would like to support the parking zone proposal. Having lived in Pervin Road for a few years now I 
can only say it has only got worse as time has gone by, especially when the car park behind Iceland 
became a pay and display one. Of the neighbours I have spoken to, I have only heard support for 
the idea. With a lot of NHS staff and Cosham high street staff parking here all day, it is a nightmare 
to find a space if you pop out somewhere. And with the shoppers coming and going all day, many 
a time I have not taken my car as I know I probably won't be able to park when I return. I think the 
local traders will find an increase in sales when the zone comes in, as the workers cars won't be 
there. The transport links to Cosham area excellent, even a park and ride for NHS staff. I have no 
objection to people being able to park for an hour whilst they do their shopping, as I said it will be 
good for the local traders. 
 

24. Resident, Pervin Road 
I live at pervin road and the need for residents parking is required because if on a weekday or 
Saturday there no spaces available between 8.00 am and 6.00pm so I would say yes. 
 
25. Resident, Pervin Road 
I am writing to express my support for the BF Park Lane Area parking permit proposal. I live in 
Pervin Road and we have huge difficulties with parking. In particular during the day (08:30-17:30) 
where people park down our road for the entire day whilst they go to work at QA hospital or in 
Cosham High Street. This problem seems to have gotten worse. I have found myself waiting in the 
road for someone to return to their vehicle so I can park 3 times in the last week alone. I have a 
young baby and walking long distances to park is extremely difficult. I have even had to pay to 
park in the car park at the top of the road which is totally unacceptable. I am hoping that this 
parking scheme will ensure fair parking opportunities for residents and reduce the number of 
business vehicles and long-stay parking of those working in the area.  
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26. Resident, Pervin Road 
I would strongly agree with having residential permit parking. The amount of QA employees who 
park in our street from seven in the morning till five or six in the evening is very annoying. QA 
provide a park and ride scheme and a car park and still people don't use them. I have spoken to 
my neighbours and they totally agree with this and support your proposal.  
 

27. Resident, Pervin Road 
I live in Pervin Road and, as I understand it, non permit holders would be allowed to park in the 
road between 8a.m. and 6p.m. for one hour. Now, it takes two minutes to walk from my house to 
the High Street, therefore a shopper could have 50 plus minutes to shop before returning to the 
car. The status quo is that around 7.30 a.m. onwards, hospital and some shop workers come and 
park here and go off to work. Their cars sit quietly until retrieved in the afternoon. Your plan 
means that these workers can no longer park here, so, instead of their cars sitting here quietly all 
day, we are going to have shoppers coming and going all day, looking for parking spaces. Knowing 
people as I do, they will seek out the one hour free parking spaces, rather than pay their 70p in the 
car park. I realize that your are only trying to help residents with cars, who can't park, but I hope 
you will take notice of my point about one hour parking being far too long, considering our 
proximity to the High Street. As it stands, I think the plan will only exacerbate the amount of traffic 
and turning that we get in this cul-de-sac. 
 
PCC response: 

The 1-hour free parking period is designed for residents' visitors - without it, residents would have 
to purchase and use permits for every visitor. From experience of the other parking zones in 
operation, this flexibility is likely to be valued more highly than potential additional traffic 
movements.  Residents have requested restricted parking due to the all-day parking by non-
residents such as employees of the High Street and QA hospital. Their vehicles' non-movement is 
the main concern reported by residents, which affects the ability of many to park near their homes 
and go about their daily business, to park on their return after 5pm etc. 
 

28. Business, High Street 
As a business on the High Street yet more restrictions on time will reduce the footfall to the local 
area again, since the 1 hour restricted free parking we have seen a downturn in our business as 
people don't have time to wander, browse or have a coffee.    Death to the local shops.    During 
the day residents are at work. It's at night where the problem lies too many cars per household.  
Why do businesses have to pay more for parking permits?  These roads are the only non-restricted 
areas to park for users of the high street including my employee who works when public transport 
is unavailable.  Most of Albert Road has its own parking as well as drives or flats.  If the councillor 
was not on the committee would this be going though?  Residents parking permits do not work.  
Way of collecting money 
 

29. Business, High Street (same text as above, different email address) 
As a business on the High Street yet more restrictions on time will reduce the footfall to the local 
area again, since the 1 hour restricted free parking we have seen a downturn in our business as 
people don't have time to wander, browse or have a coffee.    Death to the local shops.    During 
the day residents are at work. It's at night where the problem lies too many cars per household.  
Why do businesses have to pay more for parking permits?  These roads are the only non-restricted 
areas to park for users of the high street including my employee who works when public transport 
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is unavailable.  Most of Albert Road has its own parking as well as drives or flats.  If the councillor 
was not on the committee would this be going though?  Residents parking permits do not work.  
Way of collecting money 
 

30. Resident, High Street 
I live in Cosham High Street and I normally park my one vehicle in either of the roads listed in the 
BF Zone as the parking allocation for the premises belongs to the shop. I have some concerns / 
observations that I would like to be addressed. 
 
1. If the proposal goes ahead can I get a refund for the permit if I decide to leave my property? 
2. How is a 1 hour parking time going to work when you hardly see any traffic wardens patrolling 
the area? It's a lot of work for a traffic warden to walk down the above roads key in car details and 
return in time to check if vehicles have left the area! 
 
I can understand partly why this has been raised as doing shift work of days and nights I've 
returned home in the morning and seen hospital staff park their vehicles for the day. Having said 
that I suppose it's better than putting parking meters along the street and driving shoppers away 
just like Northend shopping area. You mentioned about temporary parking vouchers for visitors, 
where will they been able to purchase this? Or residents be able to purchase this? If the proposal 
goes ahead when will this likely to be enforced and I take it residents will be notified in plenty of 
time to purchased a permit and supply the relevant documentation! I suppose a question should 
be raised why isn't the 1st permit free for the householder? Why do motorcycles get away with 
the free parking? They also pay a road vehicle license and will take up a parking spot as no 
motorcycle bays are provided for them.  
 
PCC response:  

1. Yes, refunds are provided for permits that are no longer required, on a pro rata basis (i.e. per 
complete month remaining). 
2. The enforcement officers currently enforce all parking zones in the city, and those with a 1-hour 
free parking period or under are more efficient to enforce and therefore more effective.  If you 
require details of PCNs issued in a particular road, please email parking@portsmouthcc.gov.uk for 
the details.  Patrols are prioritised on locations of low compliance, with visits increased where 
higher levels of contravention are reported/identified. 
3. Visitor permits (scratch cards) are available by post, telephone and in certain outlets throughout 
the city.  Visitor parking can also be arranged electronically over the phone via card payment - 
once registered, visiting vehicles can be authorised with a phone call.  Otherwise, the scratch cards 
can be kept indefinitely and validated when needed. 
4. At this stage it is not known whether or not the proposal will be approved; the consultation 
responses are still being collated for the report.  If approved in September, then potentially the 
zone could be introduced in November, with permit application letters sent to all residents 
approximately 1 month before the restrictions come into effect. 
5. When parking zones were first introduced in 1999 the first permit cost £25 per year.  This 
charge was removed in 2002 and Residents' Parking zones were subsidised with public funds until 
November 2015, when the decision was taken to reintroduce the charge so that parking zones pay 
for themselves.  Between 2012 and recently, Residents' Parking was on hold, which has resulted in 
a backlog of requests and a delay in surveying your area. 

mailto:parking@portsmouthcc.gov.uk
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6.  Motorcycles currently do not pay within Pay & Display areas or parking zones.  Historically this 
has been the case because they take up less space and have nowhere to display permits or tickets.  
With the increase in electronic payments, this may change in the future. 
 

31. Resident, Mulberry Lane 
We have learned with much apprehension of the proposed residents parking scheme in Cosham, 
covering Albert Road, Magdala Road and Park Lane. Like the adjacent Park Lane, Mulberry Lane is 
a narrow Road that only allows for parking on one side. We fear that the proposal will encourage 
even greater congestion than Mulberry Lane currently experiences, which regularly results in 
illegal parking on pavements and leads to obstructions for larger vehicles using the road. These 
problems are particularly associated with staff from QA Hospital parking on an all-day basis, 
shoppers from Cosham High Street choosing tom avoid the pay car park, and staff and parents 
from the nearby Court Lane School. During the past few months there have been several accidents 
caused by these issues. We fear that the proposal as it stands may will an adverse effect on 
Mulberry Lane, and we therefore urge that this road should also be included in the scheme. 
 
PCC response: 

The parking zone is proposed to operate between 8am-6pm.  The 4 roads included are highlighted 
on the plan below, which is where residents have been petitioning for permit parking for many 
years. No requests have been received from Lindisfarne Close, Mulberry Lane, Magdala Road, 
Dorking Crescent or Salisbury Road, and therefore they have not been included at this stage.  

 
 

32. Resident, Lindisfarne Close (outside of proposed zone) 
I am extremely concerned and unhappy about the proposed RESIDENTS PARKING PLACES in 
respect of Park Lane. Being a resident of Lindisfarne Close, we are already suffering with excessive 
parking by residents of Park Lane and also used by nurses whom I presume work at QA Hospital. 
We suffer with works pick up vehicles parking here and at times blocking the road as they are 
parked either side of the road, making it impossible for a fire engine to go up the close if at all 
necessary. Lindisfarne Close has only 1 inadequate pavement to the right side of the road, behind 
residential houses. Parking is already restricted here and in places cars are parked on the single 
pavement making it impossible to use the pavement.  Being disabled I use a mobility scooter and 
have no choice but to use the road as the pavement does not have suitable dropped kerbs.  I am 
sure that the proposed prohibitions would only make the road more congested. Bearing in mind 
that this is an estate with a large number of children I am concerned for their safety as well as my 
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own.  I am quite sure that a lot of the residents of Park Lane would not be willing to pay to park in 
front of their properties, and there are many cars parked there during the day. 
 

33. Resident, Lindisfarne Close (outside of proposed zone) 
I would like to object to the parking not to go ahead. Living in Lindisfarne close myself all this will 
do is make everyone who had to pay and people from the QA hospital that currently park in these 
area all start parking more into Lindisfarne Close instead were it is already a problem with cars 
parking on pavements and on drop curbs. Please do not go ahead with this idea, or if you do then 
include Lindisfarne Close into this so that it will stop them parking here also. 
 

34. Road not specified 
I object to the proposed TRO-47-2016.  There are no proposed measures or plan to accommodate 
non residential vehicles in the area. If the proposed changes are to reduce the perceived 
commuter / shopper parking in residential area (this is not against the law) then where is the plan 
for site of new car park to accommodate these vehicles.  It appears that TRO-47-2016 is based on 
the perceived view of 71 residents who returned the survey. The views of the 496 households 
(80% non responders to survey) are not known. Please can you confirm that the results of the 
objections and support for TRO-47-2016 will be available. It is important that this is a transparent 
process which is fully auditable.  Please can you also let me know where to view the full survey 
results not just the highlighted summary presented in the report? 
 
PCC response:  

Parking zones aim to improve parking opportunities for residents who have highlighted parking 
problems caused by non-residents. The survey carried out recently was delayed from 2012, when 
parking zones were put on hold due to funding constraints - Cosham was included in the survey 
programme following petitions signed by 108 residents of Albert Rd, Dean Rd, Pervin Rd and Park 
Lane. No assumptions can be made regarding households that do not respond either to a survey 
or public consultation.  
 
Parking zones have the effect of encouraging people to consider how they travel to work, and to 
make more use of alternatives available to single-occupancy car journeys and/or free all day 
parking in residential streets. The QA hospital, for example, has a number of measures in place to 
cater for staff parking, but some will always choose a free option if available. Other local 
employees may consider using the nearby railway, bus services, car-sharing or even cycling. 
 

The results of the Cosham survey can be viewed on Portsmouth City Council's website here: 
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/community-and-environment/community/parking-survey-

results.aspx (top entry). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(End of report) 

https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/community-and-environment/community/parking-survey-results.aspx
https://www.portsmouth.gov.uk/ext/community-and-environment/community/parking-survey-results.aspx
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Title of meeting: 
 

Cabinet Member for Traffic & Transportation Decision Meeting 

Date of meeting: 
 

29th September 2016 

Subject: 
 

Charges for third Permits in residents parking zones 
 

Report by: 
 

Alan Cufley, Director of Transport, Environment and Business 
Support 

Wards affected: 
 

All 

Key decision:  
 

No 

Full Council decision: No 
 

 
1. Purpose of report  
 
1.1 The purpose of this report is to seek approval to increase the charges for the 

third permits (Resident and Business permits) within residents' parking zones. 
 
2. Recommendations 
  
2.1 It is recommended that the Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation: 

  
  approves an increase in the charges for the third Resident and Business permits 

per household/business, from £120 to £510 and £360 to £510 respectively from 
the 1st January 2017. 

 
3. Background 
 
3.1 Parking zones have been the most successful in areas where external factors 

influence the available parking - such as tourists/visitors, commuters, shoppers, 
local employees, close proximity to a ferry port, transport hub or 
hospital.   However, many zones continue to experience higher levels of 
residential and business parking, affecting their overall performance. 

 
3.2 Residents are automatically entitled to up to two permits per address. A third 

permit is issued if the data shows that the parking zone has the capacity to 
accommodate additional permits, and therefore the ability of those with first and 
second permits to find a parking place is unlikely to be significantly affected.  

 
3.3 Business permits are not limited in numbers per business, and rely on the cost 

to encourage consideration of alternative methods of travel (particularly by 
employees). 

 
3.4 Currently 139 third permits are sold to residents and 85 to businesses across 

the 32 residents' parking zones. 
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3.5 With increasing pressure on residents' parking zones this number is not 

sustainable in the longer term as it reduces the overall capacity within the zones.   
 
4. Reasons for recommendations 
 
4.1 The council is committed to improving the operation of its parking zones and 

influencing attitudes towards vehicle use in order to promote sustainable 
transport.   

 
4.2 The increased charge for a third Resident permit aims to  influence behaviour, to 

encourage residents to fully consider if an additional vehicle is necessary, and to 
reduce the number of households with multiple vehicles in the long term. 

 
4.3 Consideration has been given to the risk of the increased charges displacing 

vehicles into the unrestricted streets adjoining RPZs. However, given the low 
numbers of third permits issued each year, the impact is expected to be minimal.  

 
4.4 The increased charge for the third Business permit aims to encourage 

businesses to consider the impact of allowing multiple vehicles to use the limited 
public space available.  In addition, employees are more likely to consider 
alternative methods of commuting such as public transport, cycling, car-sharing 
or walking if the cost of parking increases. 

 
4.5 Efforts to deter vehicle use within residents' parking zones aim to meet the 

expectations of the majority of residents, in that parking availability will improve 
with a zone in place and that the Council promotes 'reasonable' use of the public 
roads. 

 
5. Equality impact assessment (EIA) 
  
5.1 A Preliminary Equality Impact Assessment has been completed for this scheme. 

From this it has been determined that a full equality impact assessment is not 
required as the recommendations do not have a negative impact on any of the 
protected characteristics as described in the Equality Act 2010. These include 
Age, Disability, Race, Transgender, Gender, Sexual orientation, Religion or 
belief, relationships between groups, and other socially excluded groups. 

 
 
6. Legal Implications 
 
6.1 Under section 46 of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 the local highway 

authority may by order impose charges for on-street parking at all times or for 
specified times only at such parking places as are designated by such order.  
The times and amounts of any charges imposed by such designation orders 
may be subsequently varied under the provisions of section 46A of the Act 
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6.2    Notice has to be given in accordance with the provisions of the Local Authorities 
Traffic Orders Regulation 2006 of any variation of the charges or to the times 
that such charges shall apply and undergoing public consultation on the 
proposed charges. The notice must give a date not less than 3 weeks from the 
date of the notice for members of the public to register their support of or 
objections to the proposal or make any other comment. In the event of objection 
being received the matter shall be referred to the appropriate executive member 
who shall decide whether, in the light of the results of the public consultation, the 
change should or should not be implemented 

 
6.3    Guidelines issued by the government provide that the setting of charges for 

parking on-street or off-street in designated areas is a matter for the authority.  It 
states that authorities should review charges periodically and take account of 
their effectiveness in meeting policy objectives.  The Secretary of State 
recommends that authorities set charges at levels which are consistent with the 
aims of the authority's transport strategy 

 
 
6.4 When setting charges, authorities should consider the following factors:  
  
 • parking charges can help to curb unnecessary car use where there is adequate 

public transport or walking or cycling are realistic alternatives, for example, in 
town centres;  

 
 • charges can reflect the value of kerb-space, encouraging all but short-term 

parking to take place in nearby off-street car parks where available. This implies 
a hierarchy of charges within a local authority area, so that charges at a prime 
parking space in a busy town centre would normally be higher than those either 
at nearby off-street car parks or at designated places in more distant residential 
areas. Such hierarchies should be as simple as practicable and applied 
consistently so that charge levels are readily understandable and acceptable to 
both regular and occasional users;  

 
 • charges should be set at levels that encourage compliance with parking 

restrictions. If charges are set too high they could encourage drivers to risk non-
compliance or to park in unsuitable areas, possibly in contravention of parking 
restrictions. In certain cases they could encourage motorists to park in a 
neighbouring local authority area which may not have the capacity to handle the 
extra vehicles. In commercial districts this may have a negative impact on 
business in the area; and  

  
 • if on-street charges are set too low, they could attract higher levels of traffic 

than are desirable. They could discourage the use of off-street car parks and 
cause the demand for parking spaces to exceed supply, so that drivers have to 
spend longer finding a vacant space. 
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7. Finance Comments 
 
7.1 Although the impact of the proposed recommendation in this report cannot be 

forecast with any certainty, the proposal to increase charges could result in a 
reduction in the number of 3rd permits in issue and therefore a reduction in the 
overall level of income received. 

 
7.2 It should be noted that any resulting loss of income will be managed from within 

the existing on street parking revenue budget. 
 
 
 
……………………………………………… 
Signed by:  
Alan Cufley,  
Director of Transport, Environment and Business Support 
 
Appendices: 
 
 
 
Background list of documents: Section 100D of the Local Government Act 1972 
 
The following documents disclose facts or matters, which have been relied upon to a 
material extent by the author in preparing this report: 
 

Title of document Location 

NIL  

  

  

 
 
 
 
The recommendation(s) set out above were approved/ approved as amended/ deferred/ 
rejected by ……………………………… on ……………………………… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
……………………………………………… 
Signed by:  
Councillor Fleming,  
Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation 
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Title of meeting: 
 

Cabinet Meeting for Traffic and Transportation Decision Meeting 

Date of meeting: 
 

29th September 2016 

Subject: 
 

A2047 Corridor  (Fratton Road, Kingston Road and London 
Road) Junction Treatments - Raised Tables 

Report by: 
 

Alan Cufley, Director of Transport, Environment and Business 
Support 
 

Wards affected: 
 

Hilsea, Nelson, Fratton, Charles Dickens 

Key decision: 
 

No 

Full Council decision: No 
 

 
1. Purpose of report 
 
1.1. To consider responses to the public consultation on proposals to implement 

traffic calming on the following A2047 (Fratton Road, Kingston Road and 
London Road) corridor junctions: Washington Road, Clydebank Road and 
Powerscourt Road, Stamford Street and Queens Road. 

 
2. Recommendations 
 
2.1. It is recommended that the Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation: 
 
(1) approves the implementation of raised tables at the A2047 Corridor Junctions 

with Washington Road, Clydebank Road and Powerscourt Road, Stamford 
Street and Queens Road. 

 
3. Background  
 
3.1. Following a request from the local ward councillors and residents concerned 

about cycle safety, a consultation was undertaken with residents on the 
introduction of traffic calming on the following A2047 (Fratton Road, Kingston 
Road and London Road) corridor junctions: Washington Road, Clydebank Road 
and Powerscourt Road, Stamford Street and Queens Road.   These junctions 
form part of a wider scheme (12 junctions in total detailed in Appendices 1&2) 
along the route. The other junctions utilise surfacing and lining treatments only 
and therefore formal consultation is not necessary. 

 
3.2. The A2047 corridor is currently the highest casualty route for cyclists in 

Portsmouth. During the 5 year period 2011 to 2015 there have been 103 (25 
serious) cycle collisions. This equates to an average of 38 collisions per mile 
which is 3.5 times greater than the average 11 cycle collisions per mile for the 
rest of Portsmouth's 30mph road network. 
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3.3. Of the 103 cycle collisions in 2015, 76% occurred at junctions.  The four A2047 

corridor junctions (Washington Road, Clydebank Road and Powerscourt Road, 
Stamford Street and Queens Road) experience high volumes of non-residential 
traffic, increasing the risk to cyclists. Implementing raised tables at these 
junctions will act as a deterrent to vehicles using the residential roads instead of 
the strategic road network, and will slow vehicles entering the junctions. 

 
4. Reasons for recommendations 
 
4.1. Implementing raised tables within the A2047 junctions with Washington Road, 

Clyde Bank Road, Powerscourt Road, Stamford Street and Queens Road, 
received the majority of votes from those residents that participated within the 
consultation. 

 
4.2. The combination of surfacing, lining and the implementation of traffic calming 

methods within the junctions will seek to increase road safety through reduced 
speeds and promote better traffic discipline to provide a safer environment for 
all road users. 

 
5. Consultation 
 
5.1     A postal consultation was carried out with residents within the affected areas 

during March 2016.   The results were as follows: 
 

Clydebank & Powerscourt 
From the 199 households consulted 13 responses received (a return of 6%).  
The breakdown of the results is as follows: 

 
Yes, I would support proposed traffic calming & improvements - 12 responses   

(92%)                           
No, I would not support proposed traffic calming & improvements - 1 response 

(8%) 
 
Queens Rd 
From the 87 households consulted, 6 responses received (a return of 7%). The 

breakdown of the results is as follows: 
Yes, I would support proposed traffic calming & improvements - 5 responses   

(83%)                            
No, I would not support proposed traffic calming & improvements - 1 Response 

(17%) 
 
 
Stamford St 
From the 104 households consulted, 6 responses received (a return of 6%)  
  
The breakdown of the results is as follows: 
Yes, I would support proposed traffic calming & improvements - 5 responses 

(83%)                             
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No, I would not support proposed traffic calming & improvements -1 response 
(17%) 

 
Washington Rd 
From the 75 households consulted, 18 responses received (a return of 24%) 
 
The breakdown of the results is as follows: 

 
Yes, I would support proposed traffic calming & improvements - 17 responses 

(94%)                              
     No, I would not support proposed traffic calming & improvements -1 response       
    (6%)      

    
 
6. Equality Impact Assessment 
 
6.1 A Preliminary Equality Impact Assessment has been completed for this scheme. 

From this it has been determined that a full equality impact assessment is not 
required as the recommendations do not have a negative impact on any of the 
protected characteristics as described in the Equality Act 2010. These include 
Age, Disability, Race, Transgender, Gender, Sexual orientation, Religion or 
belief, relationships between groups, and other socially excluded groups. 

 
7. Legal implications 
 
7.1       It is the duty of a local authority to manage their road network with a view to 
            achieving, so far as may be reasonably practicable having regard to their other  
         obligations, policies and objectives, the following objectives: 
 

(a) securing the expeditious movement of traffic on the authority’s road network; 
and 

  (b) facilitating the expeditious movement of traffic on road networks for which 
another authority is the traffic authority.” 

 
 7.2 Local authorities have a duty to take account of the needs of all road users, take 

action to minimise, prevent or deal with congestion problems, and consider the 
implications of decisions for both their network and those of others. 

 
7.3 Any works that fall within the definition of traffic calming works must be carried 

out In accordance with The Highways (Traffic Calming) Regulations 1999  
      ("the Regulations"). 
 
7.4 Traffic calming works are defined as build-outs, chicanes, gateways, islands,   
        overrun areas, pinch points or rumble devices.  The proposed works would fall   
          within this definition. 
 
 
7.5 The local authority have a duty under the Regulations to consult with the 

following persons:  
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  (a) The Chief Officer of Police for the area which the proposed changes are  
           situated;  
  (b) people and organisations who are likely to be affected by the proposed 
            changes; and 
  (c) any other person likely to be affected by the traffic calming works. 
 
7.6  Legal Services have been instructed that this Regulation has been suitably 
              adhered to. 
 
7.7 A Traffic Regulation Order (TRO) is not considered necessary in this instance        
       on the following basis:  
 
  (a) there will be no change to the speed limit; and  
  (b) there will be no change to the direction of the traffic. 
 
8. Director of Finance's comments 
 
8.1 This scheme forms part of the Local Transport Plan and Road Safety capital 

scheme which was approved as part of the overall Capital Programme 2015/16 
to 2020/21, by Full Council on 9th February 2016.   

 
8.2  The Local Transport Plan and Road Safety capital scheme has a budget of 

£82,311 for A2047 Junction Cycle Treatments, and focuses on junction 
treatments along A2047 to improve cycle safety.  The costs of implementing the 
recommendations contained within this report, are anticipated to be contained 
within that amount. 

 
 

 
……………………………………………… 
Signed by: 
Alan Cufley 
Director of Transport, Environment and Business Support 
 
Background list of documents: Section 100D of the Local Government Act 1972 
 
The following documents disclose facts or matters, which have been relied upon to a 
material extent by the author in preparing this report: 
 

Title of document Location 

NIL  

  

 
The recommendation(s) set out above were approved/ approved as amended/ deferred/ 
rejected by ……………………………… on ……………………………… 
 
 
……………………………………………… 
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Signed by:  
Councillor Jim Fleming 
Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation 
 
Appendices: 
APPENDIX 1 - Locations of schemes 
APPENDIX 2 - Design of identified junctions 
APPENDIX 3 - Preliminary Equality Impact Assessment 
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APPENDIX 2 - Design of identified junctions 
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Title of meeting: 
 

Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation 

Date of meeting: 
 

 29th September 2016 

Subject: 
 

Goldsmith Avenue Cycle Lane (TRO 11/2016) 

Report by: 
 

Alan Cufley, Director of Transport Environment & Business 
Support 

Wards affected:  Central Southsea, Milton 
 

Key decision: 
 

No 

Full Council decision: No 
 

 
1. Purpose of report 
 
1.1 The purpose of this report is to review comments received in response to the TRO 

11/2016. This order proposed the implementation of double yellow lines on the 
north side of Goldsmith Avenue, adjacent to the railway line opposite Francis 
Avenue to the pedestrian crossing west of Fratton Way.  Removing the loading 
bays and the current unrestricted parking is also included in order to facilitate the 
introduction of a dedicated eastbound cycle lane 

 
 
2. Recommendations 
 
 
2.1 It is recommended that the Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation: 
 

  approves the Goldsmith Avenue cycle lane as set out in TRO 11/2016.   
 
3. Background 

 
3.1 In 2015 a large Tesco superstore was constructed in Fratton Way (off Goldsmith 

Avenue). During the planning process, concerns were raised (regarding the 
safety of cyclists, due to the potential increase in traffic that the new store will 
bring. As part of the section 106 agreement with Tesco, funding has been 
provided towards the installation of the cycle lane.  

 
3.2 Cycle casualty data shows Goldsmith Avenue has experienced 14 cycle road 

casualties in the period 2010 - 2015. 
 
3.3 A report regarding Goldsmith Avenue cycle lane was taken to the Cabinet 

Member for Traffic and Transportation in March 2016. Approval was given to 
undertake a consultation via a Traffic Regulation Order for the change from 
unrestricted parking and marked loading bays to: Advisory cycle lane and no 
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waiting at any time (double yellow lines). This 21 day consultation closed on 30 
June 2016. 

 
4. Consultation 
 
4.1 The TRO was advertised for a 21 day period via yellow on-street notices 

displayed in Goldsmith Avenue (the affected location) and also in Francis 
Avenue, and a copy was published on Portsmouth City Council's 
website.  These measures are in addition to the statutory requirement to publish 
a proposal notice in a local newspaper (The News).  . Users of the parking bays 
were provided with ample opportunities to comment. 

 
4.2 A total of three responses were received in response to the consultation as 

shown in Table 1 below. 
 

Respo
ndent 

In 
sup
port   

Agai
nst 

Comments Officer comments 

Local 
busine
ss 

  
X 

I am emailing with 
reference to the above 
TRO 11/2016, we object 
because there are already 
plans to build flats with 
inadequate parking for 
them, and now you are 
proposing to add to the 
parking issues in the area. 
We are a business in this 
area, and there is already 
inadequate parking, we are 
in need of more parking, 
not more cycle lanes. This 
will affect us directly, as the 
proposed plans are directly 
outside our premises, on 
our side of the road. 
Please supply further 
information on what you 
are proposing.  
 

Officers consider that 
the safety and 
accessibility benefits 
greatly outweigh the 
loss of non-residential 
parking. 

The 
commi
ttee of 
Ports
mouth 
Cycle 
Forum 
 

 
X 

 The committee of 
Portsmouth Cycle Forum 
has asked me to comment 
on the above Traffic 
Regulation Order. 
We fully support the 
reallocation of road space 
on this busy thoroughfare 
to give greater priority to 

Officers note 
Portsmouth's Cycle 
Forum request 
regarding the design 
of the cycle lane. Any 
cycle lane 
implemented will be 
compliant with design 
guidance and the 
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travelling by bicycle. The 
use of a section of a major 
and congested A-Road for 
long-term vehicle parking 
has always been 
questionable and the 
arrival of Tesco Extra on 
Fratton Way has had 
notable impact on the local 
highways with much 
increased motor vehicle, 
pedestrian and cycle 
movements. 
We request that the width 
of the cycle lane should be 
at least 1.5 metres and 
preferably 2.0 metres. This 
should be easy to 
accommodate since the 
road space is currently 
used for long term vehicle 
parking, most of which 
occupy 2 - 2.5 metres of 
the carriageway. 
There is an omission from 
the plan and that is the 
section of Goldsmith 
Avenue between Fratton 
Way and Priory Crescent. 
Portsmouth Cycle Forum’s 
vision “A City to Share” 
highlights the importance 
of East-West links and the 
lack of provision for them. 
We ask that the scheme is 
extended to include this 
section of highway. 
 

specific details will be 
fully considered during 
the design stage. 

Resid
ent 
 

  
X 

I wish to object to TRO 
11/2016 as currently 
advertised. 
 
The loss of parking on the 
north side of Goldsmith 
Avenue will have a huge 
detrimental impact on 
residents in the streets in 
the surrounding area, 
particularly overnight when 

Officers consider that 
the safety and 
accessibility benefits 
greatly outweigh the 
loss of non-residential 
parking. 
 
The southern side 
footway is not suitable 
for a shared cycle 
path due to the 
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finding a space is 
practically impossible (I 
note that surveys have not 
been done late in the 
evening or through the 
night when the vast 
majority of people are 
home) 
 
There is however a simple 
way of adding a cycle lane 
to the north side of 
Goldsmith Avenue without 
losing the parking in the 
process. 
 
The pavement on the south 
side of Goldsmith Avenue 
is incredibly wide (much of 
it is between 3 and 4 
metres wide) and could 
easily be 'split' for 
pedestrians and a cycle 
lane. By moving the cycle 
lane on the south side onto 
the pavement (as in other 
areas of the city) the road 
would be wide enough for 
2 way traffic, a cycle lane 
(north side) and parking 
(north side by the 
pavement) 
 
As you can see, this would 
not reduce the width of any 
lane as the road is already 
split into 2 way traffic, a 
cycle lane (south side) and 
parking (north side by the 
pavement) but would avoid 
the backlash from a 
reduction in parking in the 
area. 
 

number of crossover 
points, width for 
majority of the length 
and bus shelters.   
 
Current funding 
identified is through a 
planning agreement 
which specifies the 
exact location of the 
cycle lane; no 
additional funding is 
currently available. 

           Table 1 
 
4.3 Two of the respondents objected to the proposals, both on the grounds of loss 

of car parking.  
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4.4 One of the respondents supported the proposal and commented that the 
proposed cycle lane should be of sufficient width and should be further 
extended. 

 
4.5 It is considered by officers that the benefits of safety and accessibility greatly 

outweigh the impact of the loss of non-residential parking. 
 
4.6 The cycle lane will be designed to be compliant with relevant guidance. 
 
4.7 The funding identified for this scheme is a planning agreement which specifies 

the exact location of the cycle lane. 
 

 
5. Reasons for recommendations 
 
5.1 Planning Policy PCS7 states that all developments within the City will be 

designed to be pedestrian and cycle friendly.  Although this road does have 
existing advisory cycle lanes along a major part of the route, the existing section 
where parking is currently permitted results in the loss of a cycle lane. 
 

5.2 The link to Fratton Railway Station has a high number of cycle causalities.  
 
5.3 There are 9 schools in the immediate area, this combined with Portsmouth's 

current high child pedestrian and cycling road casualties on 30mph roads 
underline the need for safety schemes on such roads. 

 
5.4 Officers consider that the safety and accessibility benefits greatly outweigh the 

impact of the loss of non-residential parking. 
 
6. Equality Impact Assessment 

 
6.1    An Equality Impact Assessment is not required for this scheme as there is no 

negative impact on any equality groups as described in the Equality Act 2010.  
 
7. Legal implications 
 
7.1      It is the duty of a local authority to manage their road network with a view to 

achieving, so far as may be reasonably practicable having regard to their other 
obligations, policies and objectives, the following objectives: 

 
(a) securing the expeditious movement of traffic on the authority’s road network; 
and 
(b) facilitating the expeditious movement of traffic on road networks for which 
another authority is the traffic authority. 

 
7.2       Local authorities have a duty to take account of the needs of all road users, take 

action to minimise, prevent or deal with congestion problems, and consider the 
implications of decisions for both their network and those of others. 
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7.3       Traffic regulation orders (TROs) can be made for a number of reasons, 
including avoiding danger to persons or other traffic using the road or for 
preventing the likelihood of such danger arising, for preventing damage to the 
road or any building on or near the road, for facilitating the passage on the road 
of traffic (including pedestrians) or preserving or improving the amenities of the 
area through which the road runs. 

 
7.4        A TRO may make provisions for identifying any part of the road to which any 

provision of the TRO is to apply by means of a traffic sign.  
 
7.5       A proposed TRO must be advertised and the public given a 3 week consultation 

period where members of the public can register their support or objections. If, 
as here, objections are received to the proposed order the matter must go 
before the appropriate executive member for a decision whether or not to make 
the order, taking into account the comments received from the public during the 
consultation period. 

 
 
 
8. Director of Finance's comments 
 
8.1 This scheme is to be funded from Section 106 - Developers contributions, and is 

anticipated to be delivered from within with the budget of £40,000. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
……………………………………………… 
Signed by:  
Alan Cufley 
Director of Transport, Environment and Business Support 
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Background list of documents: Section 100D of the Local Government Act 1972 
 
The following documents disclose facts or matters, which have been relied upon to a 
material extent by the author in preparing this report: 
 

Title of document Location 

17th March June 2016 Traffic and 
Transportation Report  

PCC website/Democratic Services 

TRO 11/2016 PCC website/Democratic Services 

 
 
 
 
The recommendation(s) set out above were approved/ approved as amended/ deferred/ 
rejected by ……………………………… on ……………………………… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
……………………………………………… 
Signed by:  
Councillor Fleming 
Cabinet Member for Traffic & Transportation 
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Title of meeting: 
 

Cabinet Meeting for Traffic and Transportation Decision Meeting 

Date of meeting: 
 

29
th
 September 2016 

Subject: 
 

Montague Road Traffic Calming - Results of Public Consultation 

Report by: 
 

Alan Cufley, Director of Transport, Environment and Business 
Support 

Wards affected: 
 

Hilsea Ward 

Key decision: 
 

No 

Full Council decision: No 
 

 
 
1. Purpose of report 
 

1.1. The purpose of this report is to consider responses to the public consultation on 
proposals to implement traffic calming within Montague Road. 

 
2. Recommendations 
 

2.1. It is recommended that the Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation: 
 

(1) approves Option 1: to implement traffic calming by reducing the width of 
the carriageway to a single lane at both ends of Montague Road 

 
3. Background  
 

3.1. In December 2014 residents were consulted regarding the proposed reversal of the 
existing one-way system in operation within Montague Road.   

 
3.2. The postal consultation was carried out during December 2014 until 19 January 

2015.  From the 149 letters addressed to the residents we received 57 completed 
voting forms (a return of 38%).  The breakdown of the results was that Option one - 
the existing layout of Montague Road remains unchanged (Traffic would continue 
to travel eastbound from its junction with London Road to its junction with Beresford 
Road) - received 38 votes from residents (67%) while Option two - consisting of the 
proposal to reverse the direction of the existing one-way system within Montague 
Road (Traffic would travel westbound from its junction with Beresford Road to its 
junction with London Road) - received 19 votes from residents (33% of returns).  
Option one received the majority of votes from those residents that participated 
within the consultation 

 
3.3. This option was not supported by residents and was taken before the Cabinet 

Member for Traffic and Transportation on 05 February 2015 where the decision 
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was made that the existing road layout remain, as requested and supported by 
residents. 

 
3.4. Montague Road is perceived by residents to have high levels of vehicular traffic due 

to the presence of a Tesco Express store on the southern side of the junction of 
London Road/Montague Road.  Residents have complained to Councillors of 
Montague Road being utilised as a ‘rat-run’ by traffic wishing to utilise the store.  
Montague Road, along with surrounding residential roads within the vicinity, is part 
of the citywide 20mph speed limit which was implemented in October 2007.   

 
3.5. Residents have also raised concerns regarding the number of vehicles that ignore 

the existing one-way system. This has been verified through a review of penalties 
issued within this area.  The Parking Team conducted a review of the penalties 
issued within the vicinity of Montague Road from 01 January 2014 until 14 January 
2015.  For this time period records indicated that 296 penalty notices had been 
issued to vehicles within Montague Road that had illegally parked within the area.  
Residents observed that those vehicles that park illegally within Montague Road to 
utilise the existing facilities (local shops, cash point machines, etc.) tend to reverse 
or perform a three point turn to exit back on to London Road.  This is in violation of 
the existing one-way system that operates in a north-eastern direction from the 
junction of London Road to its junction with Beresford Road. 

 
3.6. Vehicles also park illegally within the entrance of Montague Road at the London 

Road junction, and consideration has been given to implementing measures to 
prevent this from happening.  The proposed measures would make the parking 
self-enforcing at the junction and prevent vehicles from violating the existing one-
way. 

 
3.7. A further request was received from ward councillors asking for residents' views to 

be canvassed on the introduction of traffic calming within Montague Road.  A postal 
consultation was carried out with residents of Montague Road and Beresford Road 
(from its junction with Kirby Road to its junction with Stubbington Avenue) from 17 
May 2016 until 8

th
 July 2016.  The results were as follows:- 

 
From the 181 letters addressed to residents we received 42 responses (a return of 
23%).  The breakdown of the results is as follows: 

 
Option 1 - Implement traffic calming.  To reduce the width of the carriageway to a 
single lane at both ends of Montague Road by allowing the footway to be built out, 
existing signs re-erected to make the restrictions more visible and bollards will be 
erected on the footway to prevent parking.  - received 30 votes from residents (72% 
of returns); 

 
Option 2 - That the existing layout of Montague Road remains unchanged - 
received 11 votes from residents (26%); 

 
One resident responded to the consultation giving no preferred option and stated 
that the proposals did not affect them. (2%). 

 
A spreadsheet of all responses received, along with comments has been attached 
to this report as APPENDIX 1. 
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4. Reasons for recommendations 
 

4.1. Option 1, to implement traffic calming by reducing the width of the carriageway to a 
single lane at both ends of Montague Road, received the majority of votes from 
those residents that participated within the consultation; 

 
4.2. By retaining the existing one-way element of Montague Road, drivers familiar with 

the area will be less likely to violate the existing one-way Traffic Regulation Order.  
The proposed traffic calming will also make it more difficult for drivers ignore the 
one-way, encouraging adherence to the existing Traffic Regulation Order; 

 
4.3. The proposed traffic calming will also remove the opportunity for vehicles to park 

illegally within the entrance of Montague Road at the junction of London Road.  The 
measures would reduce the carriageway at this location to a single vehicle width 
making the parking restrictions self-enforcing and deterring/preventing vehicles 
from violating the existing one-way; 

 

5. Equality Impact Assessment 
 
5.1 A Preliminary Equality Impact Assessment has been completed for this scheme. 

From this it has been determined that a full equality impact assessment is not 
required as the recommendations do not have a negative impact on any of the 
protected characteristics as described in the Equality Act 2010. These include Age, 
Disability, Race, Transgender, Gender, Sexual orientation, Religion or belief, 
relationships between groups, and other socially excluded groups. 

 

 
6. Legal implications 
 
6.1      It is the duty of a local authority to manage their road network with a view to 

achieving, so far as may be reasonably practicable having regard to their other 
obligations, policies and objectives, the following objectives: 

 
(a) Securing the expeditious movement of traffic on the authority’s road network; 

and 
(b) Facilitating the expeditious movement of traffic on road networks for which 

another authority is the traffic authority.” 
 
6.2        Local authorities have a duty to take account of the needs of all road users, take 

action to minimise, prevent or deal with congestion problems, and consider the 
implications of decisions for both their network and those of others. 

 
6.3       Any works that fall within the definition of traffic calming works must be carried out 

in accordance with The Highways (Traffic Calming) Regulations 1999 ("the 
Regulations") 
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6.4   Traffic calming works are defined as build-outs, chicanes, gateways, islands, 
overrun areas, pinch points or rumble devices.  The proposed works would fall 
within this definition. 

 
6.5   The local authority has a duty under the Regulations to consult with the following 

persons:  
  (a) The Chief Officer of Police for the area which the proposed changes are 

situated;  
  (b) People and organisations who are likely to be affected by the proposed 

changes; and 
  (c) Any other person likely to be affected by the traffic calming works. 
 
6.6   Legal Services have been instructed that this Regulation has been suitably adhered 

to.  
 
6.7  A Traffic Regulation Order (TRO) is not considered necessary in this instance on 

the following basis:  
  (a) There will be no change to the speed limit; and  
  (b) There will be no change to the direction of the traffic. 
 
7. Director of Finance's comments 
 
7.1 This scheme forms part of the Local Transport Plan and Road Safety capital 

scheme which was approved, as part of the overall Capital Programme 2015/16 to 
2020/21 by Full Council, on 9th February 2016.   

 
7.2 The Local Transport Plan and Road Safety capital scheme has a budget of £85,000 

for Traffic Calming schemes.  The Montague Road traffic calming scheme is 
estimated to cost approximately £46,000 and can therefore be contained within the 
budget available. 

 
 
 
……………………………………………… 
Signed by:  
Alan Cufley 
Director of Transport, Environment and Business Support 
 
 
Background list of documents: Section 100D of the Local Government Act 1972 
 
The following documents disclose facts or matters, which have been relied upon to a 
material extent by the author in preparing this report: 
 

Title of document Location 

NIL  

 
 
The recommendation(s) set out above were approved/ approved as amended/ deferred/ 
rejected by ……………………………… on ……………………………… 
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……………………………………………… 
Signed by:  
Councillor Jim Fleming 
Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation 
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APPENDIX 1 - Proposed Scheme Layout (Drawing):-
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APPENDIX 2 - Consultation results and comments:- 
 

 

Address:- Comments

Montague Road

1

People will probably start using the private car parks in Montague Rd which might start more arguments 

outside.

1

1 How a serious accident has not happened already is anyone's guess.

1 Have been blocked in car park by illegal parking. No-one wants to take responsibility for enforcing parking.

1

1

A relief to know that something is getting done. Narrowing the top end of Montague Rd may cause the loss of 

4 car spaces. Maybe a camera would be a cheaper option.

1

Volume fo traffic using the road to park or using Montague Rd as a short cut is a big problem. Change 

direction of flow. Remove parking restrictions on south/west side.Improve signage and road markings for exit 

from car park.

1

Would like residents parking to be considered due to number of vehicles from estate agencts and local 

businesses parking in the area.

1

Parking is already a nightmare. All the estate agents and customers of Tesco park on the road. Option 1 will 

reduce spaces. Never had a problem accessing Montague Rd, just parking.

1

1

1

Ridculous. Will reduce parking spaces. Ambulances regularly visit Montague Rd and block it for up to an 

hour. Will be bad for business and encourage Tescos to park further soen Montague Road.

1

1

Can consideration be given to a residents parking scheme? The road is always heavily parked by 8am with 

estate agents.

1

1

Could you add more 20mph painted on the road and turn left only into Beresford Rd but leave Beresford Rd 

as is (both ways). This would help rat-runners avoid the north end of Stubbington Ave junction.

1

A great plan which will benefit residential drivers and all pedestrians. Very well and clearly presented. Thank 

you.

1

It is very difficult and dangerous to turn into Montague Rd from London Rd due to cars parked on DYL's. 

Ignore one-way. As a cyclist it is dangerous to meet a car head on. Taking too long.

1

Why are the Council spending more money on this? Twice we have already said no to changes. We do not 

need to lose parking spaces. It is already very difficult to find a place to park.

1

Potentially only required to narrow the carriageway at the London Road junction as that is where the 

problems are.

1

I cannot see the benefit. A waste of money. You could have the same issue with many other roads. Put a 

one-way sign opposite the entrance to Belham Apartments.

1

1 Always cars and vans doing u-turns back into London road. Vehicles parking on DYLs.

1

Questions the measures to be implemented at the Beresford Rd junction. Concerned that this will impact 

and reduce on-street parking spaces in this location.

1 This is long overdue. I proposed this at least two years ago.

1

Convenient to park on DYLs to unload golf bag, etc. As there are no problems at the east end the works are 

a waste of money. Works at the wetern end will not prevent drivers turning behind Belham Appartments and 

driving out against the one-way system. Nor will it prevent them reversing into London Road.

1 Still in dispute with a heavy goods vehicle that damaged building.

Beresford Road

1

1

1

1

1 Intorduce Residents Parking in Beresford/Montague/Kirby Road?

1

Prefer not to narrow at Beresford Rd end. Will impact parking as 2 vehicle can park on existing DYL's. 

These do not hinder visibility or access anymore than narrowing it.

1

1

Do not see the need for traffic calming at the eastern end. Lorries will not be able to make the turn. 

Pavement outside 108, 110 and 112 has to be repaired frequently and it will make the issue worse

1

Do not see why the eastern end needs to be narrowed. We do not have issues that end. More difficult for 

large vehicles turning.I do not feel that this would serve any purpose to residents and would be an expense 

we all could do without. I do agree with the narrowings at the western end.

1

1

No markings or singage at exit from Belham Apartments car park. Most traffic going wrong way. Another 

issue is the long waiting time of some taxis.

1

1

Other

1

The proposed scheme does not impact on Strawberry Green. However, concerned with lack of DYL's 

outside entrance on Beresford Rd. Restricts access for emergency vehicles.

TOTALS 30 11
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1. Purpose of report 
 
1.1 The purpose of this report is to provide an update on the current patronage for 

the tendered bus routes which have been in place since the end of March 2016. 
 
2. Recommendations 
 
2.1 It is recommended that the Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation: 
 
 (1) notes the patronage levels for the routes currently receiving financial support 

from the city council 
 
3. Background 
 
3.1 In January 2016 the Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation approved 

the award of contracts for bus services that would be financially supported by 
the city council to operate for a maximum of 3 years (with a 90 day cancellation 
period) with effect from Sunday 27 March 2016. 

 

Service Operational information 

16 

Days of Operation: Sunday only 
Frequency: 75 minutes 
Route Description: The Hard - Old Portsmouth - 
Southsea Seafront - Eastney 

19 / 19A 

Days of Operation: Monday to Friday 
Frequency: Every 2 hours (approx.) 
Route Description:  City Centre - Old Portsmouth Point - 
Central Southsea - Fratton Way - Baffins - Portsmouth 
College - Copnor Road -Stubbington Avenue -North End 
junction. 

22 

Days of Operation: All days of the week 
Frequency: Every 1 hour and 10 minutes  
Route Description:  Highbury - Cosham - Drayton - 
Farlington 

 
  

Title of meeting: 
 

Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation 

Date of meeting: 
 

29th September 2016 

Subject: 
 

Tendered Bus Routes Update on Patronage 
 

Report by: 
 

Alan Cufley, Director of Transport, Environment and Business 
Support 

Wards affected: 
 

All apart from Paulsgrove 

Key decision: 
 

No 

Full Council decision: No 
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4. Patronage and Cost information 
 
4.1 The table below provides the patronage figures recorded through the on-bus 

electronic ticket machines, for each route from April to August 2016.  The table 
also shows the number and percentage of concessionary fare users on the bus 
services.   

 

 
 
4.2 The costs of the three tendered bus routes currently operating in Portsmouth are 

as follows: 
 

Service Comments Contract costs 
per year 

19/19A Monday to Friday - £56,083.53 

16 
Sunday & Bank Holiday (Whole route) - Hard Interchange 
– Old Portsmouth Point - Clarence Pier - SPP Pier - 
Bransbury Park - Ferry Road 

£8,600 

22 
Monday to Sunday (Whole route) Sainsbury’s Farlington – 
Lower Drayton – Cosham – Medina Road / Parr Road 
(alternate journeys) - Highbury 

£42,650 

 Total £107,333.53 

 
 
5. Reasons for recommendations 
 
5.1 The information provided in the above tables outlines the financial commitment 

made by the city council through its supported bus services, and details the 
number of passengers using the services.   

 
6. Equality Impact Assessment 
 

6.1  A preliminary EIA is not relevant due to the nature of this report and its 
recommendations, which do not put forward specific proposals at this stage. 

 
7. Legal implications 
 
7.1 As the recommendations do not propose any further action as this stage there 

are no legal implications. 
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8. Director of Finance's comments 
 
8.1 This report is for information only and, as a result, there are no financial 

implications directly arising from the recommendations contained within this report. 
 
 
 
 
 
……………………………………………… 
Signed by:  
Alan Cufley 
Director of Transport, Environment and Business Support 
 
Appendices: 
 
Appendix A: Route Timetables and Maps 
 
Background list of documents: Section 100D of the Local Government Act 1972 
 
The following documents disclose facts or matters, which have been relied upon to a 
material extent by the author in preparing this report: 
 

Title of document Location 

  

  

 
 
The recommendation(s) set out above were approved/ approved as amended/ deferred/ 
rejected by ……………………………… on ……………………………… 
 
 
 
 
 
……………………………………………… 
Signed by:  
Councillor Jim Fleming 
Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation 
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Appendix A 
 

Service 16 Route Map (Outbound) 
The Hard - Old Portsmouth - Southsea Seafront - Eastney 

 
 

Service 16 Timetable (Outbound) 
The Hard - Old Portsmouth - Southsea Seafront - Eastney 
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Service 16 Route Map (Inbound) 
Eastney - Southsea Seafront - Old Portsmouth - The Hard 

 
 

Service 16 Timetable (Inbound) 
Eastney - Southsea Seafront - Old Portsmouth - The Hard 
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Service 19 Route Map (Outbound) 
Portsmouth City Centre - Fratton - North End - Southsea 

 
Service 19 Timetable (Outbound) 

Portsmouth City Centre - Fratton - North End - Southsea 
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Service 19 Route Map (Inbound) 

North End - Fratton - Southsea - Portsmouth City Centre 

 
Service 19 Timetable (Inbound) 

North End - Fratton - Southsea - Portsmouth City Centre 
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Service 19A Route Map (Outbound only - no Inbound service) 
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Service 22 Route Map (Outbound) 
Highbury - Cosham - Drayton - Farlington 

 
 

Service 22 Timetable (Outbound) 
Highbury - Cosham - Drayton - Farlington 
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Service 22 Route Map (Inbound) 

Farlington - Drayton - Cosham - Highbury 

 
 

Service 22 Timetable (Inbound) 

Farlington - Drayton - Cosham - Highbury 
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Title of meeting: 
 

Traffic and Transportation Decision Meeting 

Date of meeting: 
 

29
th
 September 2016 

Subject: 
 

Isambard Brunel Road Temporary TRO 
 

Report by: 
 

Alan Cufley, Director of Transport, Environment and Business Support 

Wards affected: 
 

Charles Dickens 

Key decision: 
 

No 

Full Council decision: No 

 

 
 
1. Purpose of report 
 
1.1. The purpose of this report is to seek approval to implement a temporary traffic 

regulation order (TTRO) facilitate the redevelopment of the Chaucer House site in 
Isambard Brunel Road. 
  

2. Recommendations 
 
2.1  That approval is given to implement a temporary traffic regulation order to restrict the  

 use of Isambard Brunel Road (between Greetham Street and Station Street) to buses, 
hackney carriages, cycles, service vehicles and for access only, and further to enable 
the temporary closure of the existing bus lane and footway forward to Chaucer House.  
It should be recognised that, due to the construction period of the works, the TTRO is 
likely to remain in place for up to 2 years. 

 

3. Background  
 
3.1. Planning permission has been granted for the redevelopment of Chaucer House to 

provide purpose-built student accommodation. Construction is planned to take place 
over the next 2 years; the development will be completed and available to students in 
time for the start of the 2018 academic year. Due to the confined nature of the site the 
developer seeks to occupy that part of the highway currently used as a footway and 
bus lane on the south side of Isambard Brunel Road to establish a site compound and 
facilitate implementation of the development.  
 

3.2. A plan is appended to this report indicating the proposed signing, controls and 
temporary relocation of the bus stops to give effect to the temporary traffic regulation 
order on the ground.  The 4 pay and display parking bays in Dugald Drummond Street 
will also be suspended as part of this order. 
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4. Reasons for recommendations 
 
4.1. Whilst a licence to occupy the highway for such purposes can be granted under 

section 14(1) of the Highways Act, bus priority on this route is essential to the efficient 
operation of the public transport network within the city and it is not felt that this can be 
secured by integrating the bus services with the general traffic use of Isambard Brunel 
Road.  
 

4.2. As a consequence it is proposed to limit the use of Isambard Brunel Road (between 
Greetham Street and Station Street) to buses, cycles, hackney carriages, service 
vehicles and for access for the duration of the construction period via a temporary 
traffic regulation order.  

 
4.3. Upon completion of the build, reinstatement of the bus lane and a comprehensive 

improvement to the public realm within the area occupied by the developer is 
envisaged. All of the costs associated with implementing the temporary traffic 
regulation order and the subsequent public realm improvement will be met by the 
developer, secured through the Section 106 planning agreement associated with the 
permission.   
 

4.4. In addition to facilitating the development, this revised operation of Isambard Brunel 
Road will provide an opportunity to observe the effectiveness of the approach and 
inform a future decision on the benefits of potentially establishing such an arrangement 
on a permanent basis, which could enable a wider public realm improvement. 

 
5. Options considered and rejected  

 
5.1. Buses currently operate within a dedicated lane, separate from the traffic flow on 

Isambard Brunel Road.  The option of integrating the bus services into the general 
traffic lanes of Isambard Brunel Road was considered but rejected, as this would 
compromise the efficient operation of the bus network in the city. 
  

6. Equality Impact Assessment 
 
6.1 A preliminary EIA has been completed and found that the recommendations do not 

have a negative impact on any of the protected characteristics as described in the 
Equality Act 2010. No parking is being taking away from disabled people and the 
affected bus stops will remain accessible for all users. 

 

7. Legal implications 
 
7.1 It is the duty of a local authority to manage their road network with a view to achieving, 

so far as may be reasonably practicable having regard to their other obligations, 
policies and objectives, the following objectives: 

(a) securing the expeditious movement of traffic on the authority’s road network; 
and 
(b) facilitating the expeditious movement of traffic on road networks for which 
another authority is the traffic authority.” 

7.2      Local authorities have a duty to take account of the needs of all road users, take action 
to minimise, prevent or deal with congestion problems, and consider the implications of 
decisions for both their network and those of others. 
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7.3 Under section 14 of the Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 (RTRA) a traffic authority has 

the power to make a temporary traffic regulation order (TTRO) regulating or prohibiting 
traffic (including pedestrians) on a road or any part of a road for a number of reasons 
including, where works are proposed to be carried out on or near the road and/or where 
there is a likelihood of danger to the public, or of serious damage to the road that is not 
attributable to those works. 

 
7.4 When considering making a TTRO a traffic authority must consider any alternative 

routes suitable for traffic affected by the order (section 14(3) RTRA). 
 
7.5 A TTRO can last up to 18 months, unless the following apply: 

 
a) the Secretary of State authorises an extension to this time period for a further six 
months under section 15(3) RTRA; or 
b) where the order is made for the reason that works are being or are proposed on or 
near the road and the authority is satisfied, and it is stated in the order that it is 
satisfied, that the execution of the works in question will take longer than 18 months 
(section 15(2) RTRA . In such a case a traffic authority must revoke the order as soon 
as the works are completed. 

 
7.6 The procedure for making a TTRO is set out in regulation 3 of the Road Traffic (Temporary 

Restrictions) Procedure Regulations 1992. This provides that a traffic authority must at 
least seven days before making a TTRO publish a notice of its intention to make the order 
in a local newspaper with details of the order.  

 
7.7 Where a TTRO is in relation to roads and cycle tracks a traffic authority must before the day 

the order is made give notice of the order to the chief officer of police.     

 

 
8. Director of Finance's comments 
 
8.1 The cost of implementing the recommendations within this report is anticipated to be 

funded by the developer in their entirety and therefore does not require any additional 
cost to, or contribution by, the Council. 

 
 
 
 
 
……………………………………………… 
Signed by:  
Alan Cufley 
Director of Transport, Environment and Business Support 
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Background list of documents: Section 100D of the Local Government Act 1972 
 
The following documents disclose facts or matters, which have been relied upon to a 
material extent by the author in preparing this report: 
 

Title of document Location 

  

  

 
 
 
The recommendation(s) set out above were approved/ approved as amended/ deferred/ 
rejected by ……………………………… on ……………………………… 
 
 
 
 
 
……………………………………………… 
Signed by:  
Councillor Jim Fleming 
Cabinet Member for Traffic and Transportation 
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Appendix A Drawings: HWI997/4001: Construction Plan 
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Drawing number HWI997/4003: Signing 
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